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Abstract 
 
 Computational chemistry is a proven tool for creating a better understanding of known 
chemistry, discovering new mechanisms and chemical reactivity, and systematically improving 
catalyst and reaction design. The insight that can be gained from computational studies, however, 
is limited by the accuracy of the models used and often requires an established working 
knowledge of the chemical system of interest. In addition to this, computational chemistry must 
be guided and grounded by experiment in order to synergistically approach the goal of achieving 
a fuller understanding of reaction pathways. The studies herein demonstrate this synergy 
between computational and experimental chemistry with an emphasis on building realistic 
computational models for reaction path exploration. 
 Chapter 1 provides a brief overview of computational chemistry fundamentals that are 
needed to understand reaction landscapes. This introduction describes the reaction path and 
transition state finding methods that were used in subsequent studies found in this work. These 
methods and concepts are then demonstrated via studies on metal-catalyzed polymerization 
reactions that are led by experiment in Chapter 2. This chapter highlights the computational 
investigations of these systems that were used to support and extend the chemical insights toward 
catalyst reactivity. 
 Chapter 3 describes the computationally-led elucidation of the transmetalation 
mechanism of thiophene-based conductive polymer synthesis. This work presents a full 
mechanistic viewpoint of the transmetalation reaction and establishes the chemical details that 
are necessary for accurately modeling this reaction including realistic models of reagents, 
consideration of catalyst spin state, and changing steric interactions as polymerization proceeds. 
The insights gained from this study should aid catalyst design for polymerization reactions and 
related cross coupling reactions. 
 Chapter 4 describes conformational effects resulting from the inherent flexibility of 
organometallic catalysts. This chapter was inspired by the importance of biochemical protein-
  xvi 
substrate conformational effects that prompted the investigation of similar effects in the context 
of organometallic reactions. This study surveys the conformer ensembles of several bisphosphine 
nickel catalysts and their reductive elimination pathways. The conformational effects shown in 
this work result in large reductive elimination ground and transition state effects. Additionally, 
the conformer analysis revealed that reductive elimination barrier height and the degree of 
distortion of the reactant geometries contained a high-correlation structure-reactivity 
relationship. This work should inspire more thorough evaluation of conformer effects for 
transition-metal-catalyzed reactions. 
 Significant efforts are still needed to develop and test chemically insightful and accurate 
computational methods. This work outlines applications of these modern computational tools 
toward building better models and a developing a deeper understanding of organometallic 
chemistry and polymer chemistry. 
 
  1 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Investigating Reaction Pathways with Computational Chemistry 
 Computational chemistry has grown as an established tool for revealing atomistic details 
of chemical reactivity. Modern advances in computing power and the development of accurate 
quantum mechanics and molecular dynamics methods has enabled computational chemistry the 
speed and reliability needed to further develop chemical understanding in cooperation with 
experimental studies. Density functional theory (DFT) has emerged as a fast, reliable, and cost-
effective method for investigating reaction landscapes and computing chemical quantities of 
interest.1,2 Computational studies have become vital to chemical understanding due to their 
ability to map the potential energy surface of a reaction of interest, explore the relevant chemical 
space of unintuitive chemical steps or unknown intermediates, and identify structure-activity 
relationships. When combined with experimental studies, synergy between computation and 
experiment can result in rapid understanding of reaction landscapes and modification and 
optimization of chemical systems. This work describes the application of DFT and automated 
reaction path finding in the context of polymerization reactions catalyzed by organometallic 
complexes. 
 Chapter 2 will focus on identifying intermediates crucial to catalysis and locating 
transition states that accurately predict the kinetics of relevant chemical transformations. These 
studies will feature an enantioselective chromium epoxide polymerization, nickel diimine 
copolymerization of olefin and thiophene, and nickel diimine thiophene homopolymerization. 
  2 
Chapter 3 will highlight the complicated transmetalation reaction featured in conductive polymer 
synthesis and Kumada coupling. Chapter 4 will focus on applying the aforementioned 
computational techniques to assess organometallic catalyst conformational effects on reductive 
elimination. Before discussing these applications of computational methods, a brief introduction 
of the relevant background information is presented below. While not exhaustive, the following 
information will cover relevant material needed for understanding the computational studies 
contained in this work. Extensive reviews on computational chemistry methods and techniques 
are available for the interested reader if more information is desired.3–5 
 
1.2 Chemical Space, Potential Energy Surfaces, and Predicting Reaction Rates 
 The potential energy surface (PES) is a multi-dimensional surface that depicts the energy 
of a molecule, catalyst, or collection of starting reagents as a function of their interatomic 
distances. The dimensionality of a PES is approximately equal to 3N dimensions where N is the 
number of atoms in a given system. While experimental chemistry naturally samples and 
navigates this highly complex space, ab initio simulations are challenged with identifying and 
sampling only the most relevant chemical space of a PES. DFT, transition state search methods, 
and other modern computational methods allow for the efficient exploration of this relevant 
chemical space by identifying stationary points along the PES that represent local minima 
(reactants, products, and stable intermediates) and the transition states that connect local minima. 
These two types of structures (local minima and transition states) are the chemically accessible 
parts of a PES that are relevant to chemistry conducted at most reasonable temperatures. 
  3 
 
Figure 1.1: Sample potential energy surface that depicts a global minimum (A), two local minima (B and 
C). [AB]‡ indicates a transition state that is the minimum energy path between A and B. 
 Minima found within a PES represent thermodynamically stable reactants, intermediates, 
and products. These geometries can be optimized for a given level of theory using standard 
optimization methods in most quantum chemical packages.3,5,6 Figure 1.1 depicts an example 
PES where structure A represents a global minimum. Structures B and C are local minima that 
correspond to reactive intermediates that are connected via transition states (e.g. [AB]‡). The 
transition states follow a minimum energy path from reactants to reactive intermediates; this is 
considered an elementary step. Over a few to several elementary steps, the reactants can navigate 
a PES to eventually reach the products. Plotting the reaction path versus the energy of the 
various species (shown in Figure 1.2) allows us to calculate quantities that are relevant for 
understanding the equilibrium of species in solution or the rate of reaction. Mapping the PES to 
provide the Gibbs free energy of activation (G‡) and the Gibbs free energy of reaction (G) is 
shown below. 
  4 
 
 
 Computing Gibbs free energies of the relevant minima and transition states is useful 
because they can be used to calculate equilibrium concentrations of various species on the PES. 
Normally, equilibrium constants of stable species would be trivial to obtain via experiment. 
However, a delicate equilibrium of reactive but unobservable intermediates may be important for 
the product distribution of a total reaction. Additionally, one can predict the efficiency of a 
reaction if it is directly related to the total change in Gibbs free energy. Computational chemistry 
can be used to predict such cases with the equilibrium expression for Keq shown below (Equation 
1.1). 
 
Equation 1.1. Equilibrium constant expression. 
 
Figure 1.2: 2-dimensional reaction coordinate for the example PES in Figure 1.1. 
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 In Equation 1.1, Keq is the equilibrium constant for a reaction which can be used to 
determine equilibrium concentrations of chemical species ([A] and [B]) based on the change in 
Gibbs free energy (G) and the temperature of the reaction (T). R is the universal gas constant 
and  and  correspond to the reaction order of each species. This simplified example 
demonstrates how calculated Gibbs free energies can be used to predict a useful, experimentally 
observable quantity when a reaction is controlled by the thermodynamic change of a system. 
 Additionally, transition state information is valuable when a chemical system exhibits 
kinetic control. The Eyring equation relates transition state energies (G‡) with the rate of 
reaction in the equation below. 
 
Equation 1.2. Eyring equation relating the reaction rate, r, and G‡. 
 
 In Equation 1.2, r is the rate of the reaction A→B,  is the transmission coefficient, kB is 
Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature in Kelvin, h is Planck’s constant, R is the universal gas 
constant, and G‡ is the transition state energy for the reaction A→B. This equation can be used 
to predict experimentally observed chemical rates but is generally more useful when using 
computations to predict relative rates of competing reactions. 
 While stable intermediate geometries are generally trivial to obtain, transition state 
structures are slightly more difficult. The reasons for this and a description of transition state 
search methods including the growing string method (GSM) used in this work are described 
below. 
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1.3 Transition State Finding Methods 
 
 The high dimensionality of PESs makes an exhaustive search of the relevant chemical 
space impractical due to time and computational restrictions. A directed approach that only 
explores the relevant chemical space of a given reaction involves identifying nearby, meta-stable 
intermediates, generating the transition states that connect reactants and intermediates to one 
another, and repeating this process until one has navigated to product structures. Identifying 
accurate transition states that connect the local minima on a PES is crucial in understanding the 
kinetic feasibility of certain elementary steps and obtaining transition state energies that can be 
used to predict relative chemical rates for competing reactions. Geometric information is 
generally available for stable reactants and products which allows for qualitatively accurate 
“guess” structures, which can then be optimized by quantum mechanical methods to generate 
accurate structures for a given level of theory with relative ease. Transition state structures, 
however, have less available geometric information which makes accurate and automated 
methods for generating transition state geometries an important part of PES exploration. 
 An accurate transition state is a first order saddle point along the minimum energy path 
that connects the reactant and product of an elementary step. This saddle point is a maximum in 
the direction of the reaction path where the normal mode of the transition state’s single 
imaginary frequency reflects the change from reactants to products and is a minimum in all other 
directions. Difficulties in obtaining accurate transition states for chemical reactions stem from 
the need to fulfill the above characteristics, the high dimensionality of the PES, and a general 
lack of chemical knowledge of transition state geometries. The two main methods for locating 
transition states are local surface-walking algorithms7–12 and interpolation methods.13–22 Surface-
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walking methods generally start from a guess transition state structure and are optimized until a 
saddle point that meets the transition state criteria are fulfilled. These methods can suffer from 
costly calculations when the guess structure is qualitatively far from the true transition state 
which can be problematic when little information about the transition state geometry is known. 
 Interpolation methods produce geometries between the reactant and product which 
guarantees that the transition state is along a given reaction coordinate. These methods are some 
of the most commonly utilized transition state search methods because they require less user 
input and do not require an initial transition state guess. Interpolation methods in widespread use 
for transition state finding include the nudged elastic band method (NEB)13–16 and growing string 
methods (GSM).17–22 The NEB method requires reactant and product input and generates an 
interpolated set of nodes or geometries between the two points to form a reaction path. Spring 
interactions between neighboring nodes are used to create a continuous reaction path. Double-
ended string methods17–21 and single-ended string methods22 are similar to the NEB method in 
that these two methods populate a reaction path with interpolated images or nodes between the 
reactant and product. For double-ended string methods, a designated number of nodes are grown 
inward from the reactant and product. After optimizing the newly generated nodes, additional 
nodes that approach a transition state guess structure are added and the nodes are reparametrized 
to ensure equal spacing. The single-ended growing string method requires only reactant input 
and driving coordinates that describe a desired reaction. The string is grown until a transition 
state region is traversed, then the string is optimized to refine the reaction path and transition 
state. A more detailed explanation of the single-ended and double-ended string methods used in 
this work to generate reaction paths is provided below. 
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1.4 Transition State Finding via Growing String Methods 
 String methods are established, reliable transition state search methods that come in two 
forms, double- and single-ended string methods. Double-ended methods require both initial and 
final geometries to be known in order to generate an approximate reaction coordinate. Nodes in 
between the initial and final product are added and relaxed such that the nodes follow the 
minimum energy pathway connecting the two structures. When enough nodes are added such 
that the pathway proceeds downhill rather than uphill (after passing a transition state), the 
highest energy node should have a structure close to that of the exact transition state. This 
transition state node can be further optimized using methods that relax the geometry in all 
directions except the direction of the reaction path.6,23 Single-ended methods do not require a 
final structure and produce a reaction path via driving coordinates in the form of changing 
interatomic distances, bonds, and torsions. A schematic that illustrates a growing string method 
transition state search is shown below in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3: Single-ended growing string method schematic. 
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 The computational studies contained in this work demonstrate exploratory and necessary 
chemical considerations needed when creating models that accurately predict chemical 
reactivity. Once reasonable reactant models have been constructed, transition state geometries 
were obtained via single-ended and double-ended string methods in order to elucidate novel 
pathways, identify structure-activity relationships, and better understand chemical 
reactivity/selectivity. Established understanding of the mechanisms contained herein from 
previous experimental and computational works vary greatly which necessitates careful 
consideration of what chemical features must be modeled to accurately predict reactivity. Brief 
examples of experimentally driven works on organometallic polymerization reactions with our 
computational contributions are provided below. 
 
1.5 Dissertation Outline 
 Chapter 1 provides a brief overview of how computational tools are used to explore 
reaction pathways and inform chemical understanding. In Chapter 2, these tools and concepts are 
applied to computations that are used to support the findings of polymerization reactions 
catalyzed by nickel(II) diimines and an additional example of enantioselective epoxide 
polymerization. The following chapters will further demonstrate these ideas in the context of 
polymer chemistry reactions catalyzed by organometallic complexes. 
 Chapter 3 is a complete mechanistic investigation of the transmetalation reaction 
involved in the polymerization of thiophene conductive polymers catalyzed by nickel(II) 
diimines. For thiophene polymerization catalyzed by nickel diimines, the catalytically active 
intermediate is known to undergo a change in spin state from a high-spin tetrahedral precatalyst 
geometry to a low-spin square planar geometry during polymerization. The most stable spin state 
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of various catalytic intermediates during polymerization and the active spin state during 
transmetalation, however, are not well studied. The bimolecular nature of Kumada coupling-
based transmetalation reactions and important solvent effects increase the system size needed to 
accurately model the reaction and has dissuaded computational chemists from devising an 
accurate model for transmetalation. This study will detail catalyst electronic states, steric 
environment, and chemically accurate models of reagents. Once reasonable starting structures 
are identified for the transmetalation reaction, transition states for high-spin and low-spin 
transmetalation pathways will be obtained via de-GSM to identify the active pathway. These 
varied considerations will be demonstrated as necessary for accurately modeling Grignard-based 
transmetalation reactions.  
 Chapter 4 details conformational effects in the context of reductive elimination via 
nickel(II) bisphosphine catalysts. This investigation is an attempt to better understand the ability 
of catalysts with flexible ancillary and reactive ligands to adopt several conformations or 
conformers. All possible conformers of eight bisphosphine catalysts with varying side chain size 
and backbone length are generated by systematically rotating all bonds in the ancillary ligand to 
identify unique, stable conformers. Finally, transition states for each unique conformer are 
obtained via se-GSM. These conformers can vary greatly in energy and can lead to unique 
reductive elimination pathways that also show high variance in transition state energies and 
barrier heights. This can result in potentially large calculated barrier inaccuracies – especially 
when comparing ancillary ligands of varying flexibility. Much of the potential barrier inaccuracy 
stems from the difficulties associated with identifying the global minimum and minimum energy 
transition state when a catalyst exhibits conformational flexibility. Ultimately, this study 
describes how the conformational flexibility of organometallic catalysts result in large ground 
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and transition state effects and can be used to discover meaningful chemical details about 
reductive elimination of thiophene-ligated organometallic complexes. 
 Chapter 5 will include Final Remarks, a summary of the studies contained herein, and a 
discussion of the limitations of this work. 
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Chapter 2: Applications of Pathway Exploration Methods on 
Chemical Systems 
  
 The following sections are dedicated to our computational contributions to the work of 
our experimental collaborators. It is necessary to have computational chemistry grounded with 
experimental studies such that unrealistic models can be quickly improved upon to give accurate 
and chemically meaningful results. The three following studies should highlight the ability of 
simulation to provide detailed chemical explanations that help support experimental 
observations. 
2.1 Pathway Exploration of Olefin-Thiophene Copolymerization Switching 
Catalysis Mechanism 
The following content is associated with the publication below. 
- Souther, K. D.; Leone, A. K.; Vitek, A. K.; Palermo, E. F.; LaPointe, A. M.; Coates, G. W.; 
Zimmerman, P, M.; McNeil, A. J. Trials and Tribulations of Designing Multitasking Catalysts 
for Olefin/Thiophene Block Copolymers. J. Poly. Sci., Part A: Polym. Chem., 2018, 56, 132-137. 
 The following section is dedicated to the work of Souther, Leone, McNeil, and co. 
regarding the difficulties designing a multitasking block copolymerization catalyst. The general 
reaction scheme is shown below in Figure 1.4 and the simulations that support the 
experimentally observed slow chain transfer process and catalyst dissociation from the growing 
polymer are provided below. 
2.1.1. Introduction 
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 Block copolymers are a class of copolymers composed of blocks of chemically distinct 
monomer sequences. The ability to incorporate monomer sequences with different properties into 
diverse polymer architectures has led to the discovery of materials with advanced and unique 
materials properties.1–4 Synthesis of block copolymers with chemically similar monomers is 
often possible in a single pot because the monomers undergo the same polymerization 
mechanism. Challenges in block copolymerization arise when incorporating monomers with 
significantly differing chemical properties (i.e. insulating polyolefin and conducting 
polythiophene polymers). One method for synthesizing block copolymers with chemically 
distinct monomers involves coupling reactions that connect polymer blocks with active chain-
ends.5,6 This method was achieved for combining regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) 
and polyethylene (PE) by an innovative strategy of using allyl-functionalized thiophene end-
groups to allow for subsequent ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP).5 This method, 
however, suffers from requiring multiple catalysts, separations, and purifications which makes 
the polymerization scale poorly. A more scalable method for obtaining P3HT-PE block 
copolymers involves using a single catalyst that can enchain and polymerize one monomer and 
then undergo a switch in reactivity such that the catalyst can polymerize another chemically 
distinct monomer. This method is generally limited to monomers that undergo the same 
polymerization mechanism due to the difficulties in identifying a catalyst and catalytic 
conditions that can undergo a drastic change in mechanism required to polymerize to distinct 
monomers. 
 The McNeil group identified a Ni(II) species capable of polymerizing P3HT and PE 
albeit at different reaction conditions. Optimizing the catalyst system to make the P3HT and PE 
polymerizations compatible in a single pot involved identifying an appropriate precatalyst, 
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activator, olefin monomer, and reaction conditions. Despite efforts to make the two distinct 
polymerization mechanisms compatible, the reaction produced only a small amount of P3HT-PE 
copolymer with P3HT homopolymer as the major product. This result is likely due to a high 
barrier reductive elimination that occurs when the catalyst switches from olefin to thiophene 
polymerization. An overview of the copolymerization mechanism and the computed switching 




 The difficult task of using a single catalyst to efficiently perform and switch between two 
distinct polymerization mechanisms is shown in Figure 2.1. The McNeil group identified a 
nickel catalyst (C0 shown in Figure 2.2) capable of producing polyolefin via terminal alkene 
polymerization and regioregular polythiophene. Souther and co. identified a discrete form of this 
catalyst, a bis-methylene trimethylsilyl precatalyst, that could be activated for polymerization of 
1-pentene in neat conditions. They also developed reaction conditions that allowed for both 
polymerizations to occur whereas typical reaction conditions for olefin and thiophene 
polymerizations are incompatible. Following this, unreacted 1-pentene monomer was removed 
Figure 2.1: Olefin-thiophene copolymerization mechanism. 
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from the solution due to the ability of the alkene to coordinate to the nickel catalyst and disrupt 
thiophene polymerization (see Figure 2.3).  
 
Figure 2.2: C0, switching catalyst diimine ancillary ligand structure. 
2.1.2. Discussion 
 Although the computational studies shown below did not identify a distinct catalyst 
dissociation mechanism, binding energies between the C0 and various species in solution (shown 
in Figure 2.3) indicate that several species have binding energies comparable to the modeled 
copolymer (3-bromo-2,5-dimethylthiophene). This supports the experimental observation of 
polymer-catalyst dissociating after the addition of thiophene Grignard monomer. Additionally 
the potential energy surface for the switching transmetalation was explored and is shown below 
in Figure 2.4. 






 The relative rates of sp2-sp3 reductive elimination, (Figure 2.5, red pathway) compared to 
thiophene homopolymerization (sp2-sp2 reductive elimination, black pathway) were computed 
for catalyst C2. The reaction begins at RErct and proceeds through the three-membered transition 
state, REts to form the π-complex intermediate REprd. The calculated difference between the two 
reductive elimination pathways predicts slow sp2-sp3 reductive elimination and fast thiophene 
Figure 2.3: Binding energy calculations of Ni(0) to species in solution for copolymerization. 
Figure 2.4: The potential energy surface for transmetalation with thiophene at the cationic 
nickel center. 
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homocoupling. At room temperature, the 4.2 kcal/mol preference for the black pathway would 
result in a switching step that is approximately 1,000 times slower than thiophene homocoupling. 
This is in good agreement with experiments that exhibited slow switching. The reductive 
elimination barriers for other alkyl and thiophene ligands were examined in the ligand survey in 
Figure 2.5. These calculations showed that sp2-sp3 reductive elimination barriers slightly 
decrease with decreasing size of the alky reactive ligand. Reductive elimination involving two 
thiophene ligands remains fast in comparison, and the activation barrier decreases by about 3 




 This work supported experimental observations of a slow switching step that resulted in 
very little chain transfer and only a small observable amount of olefin-thiophene copolymer. 
While these computational studies did not identify the source of catalyst dissociation that led to 
thiophene homopolymerization, they did provide important insight toward designing a 
Figure 2.5: The potential energy surface for sp2-sp3 and sp2-sp2 reductive elimination. 
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multitasking catalyst. The source of difficulty for the catalyst switching from olefin to thiophene 
polymerization was identified as the high barrier alkyl-thiophene reductive elimination step. 
Further optimization of this difficult copolymerization would involve reducing this barrier that 
could be achieved via ancillary ligand modification to accelerate reductive elimination, the use of 
additives that achieve the same effect, or the copolymerization of monomers that undergo a more 
facile reductive elimination (sp2-sp2 or sp3-sp3).  
 
2.2 Determining Source for Non-Living Thiophene Polymerization via Nickel 
Diimines 
The following content is associated with the publication below. 
- Leone, A. K.; Souther, K. D.; Vitek, A. K.; LaPointe, A. M.; Coates, G. W.; Zimmerman, P, 
M.; McNeil, A. J. Mechanistic Insight into Thiophene Catalyst-Transfer Polymerization 
Mediated by Nickel Diimine Catalysts. Macromolecules, 2017, 50, 9121-9127. 
 The following section is dedicated to the work of Leone, Souther, McNeil, and co. in 
elucidating the chain-growth polymerization of thiophene with nickel diimine catalysts. The 
computational work below describes our contributions to understanding how ancillary ligands 
can determine the ability of a catalyst to undergo chain-growth polymerization. The general 
reaction scheme and the simulations that support experimental observation of distinct 
polymerization mechanisms exhibited by different catalysts are provided below. 
2.2.1. Introduction 
 Catalyst transfer polymerization7–10 (CTP) is a living polymerization method for 
conjugated polymer synthesis where the growing polymer chain remains bound to an active 
catalyst via an associative metal-polymer -complex.11 This method is useful for producing 
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conjugated polymers with controlled length because the growing polymer chains experience 
linear growth with respect to time. This allows for the polymerization to terminated at any time 
to give polymers with predictable molecular weight. The living nature of the polymerization also 
allows for sequence control, where new conductive monomers can be added to the 
polymerization to form block copolymers and gradient copolymers. One limitation of CTP is the 
current inability to polymerize large monomers with fused arene groups.12,13 While the source for 
the inability to polymerize larger monomers is currently unknown, unproductive pathways are 
thought to occur when the metal-polymer -complex is either too stable (resulting in high 
barriers for polymerization to proceed) or too unstable (resulting in catalyst-polymer 
dissociation). 
 Nickel(II) diimine catalysts are recently discovered class of CTP catalysts for the 
polymerization of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT). Some of the first diimine ligands used in 
conductive polymer synthesis were unencumbered diimine ancillary ligands used to generate 
P3HT, polybenzotriazole, and other electron-deficient conductive polymers,14–17 however these 
systems often exhibited chain-growth only at low monomer conversion. In this study, the McNeil 
group designed new diimine ligand scaffolds to better understand the relationship between steric 
and electronic properties of the diimine ancillary ligand and the chain-growth properties of the 
resulting polymerization. The polymerization reactions described in this study detail how varying 
the steric properties of the ancillary ligand results in a wide range of P3HT molecular weights 
and dispersities. This relationship between the steric properties of the ancillary ligand and the 
control of the polymer properties is thought to be the result of the strength of the metal-polymer 
-complex. The computational investigation of the metal-polymer -complex shown herein 
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 In transition-metal-catalyzed thiophene polymerization, catalyst-polymer association and 
ring walking are important for catalytic control over polymer growth. Catalyst-polymer 
association is required for the polymer chains to have a uniform size while ring walking is the 
step required for the catalyst to migrate to the reactive end of the polymer to continue chain 
growth. Leone, McNeil, and co. identified several nickel diimine catalysts capable of thiophene 
polymerization. Examples of two classes of these catalysts (C3 and C4) are shown in Figure 2.6. 
The C4 catalysts (C4Me and C4CF3) exhibited poorer conversion, lower polymer molecular 
Figure 2.6: Free energy landscape of catalyst dissociation versus ring walking for C3Me, 
C4Me, and C4CF3. 
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weight, and high dispersity than C3Me. We sought to find the chemical reason for the low 
performance of C4Me and C4CF3. Figure 2.6 proposes that catalyst-polymer dissociation may be 
facilitated by self-association of the nickel with the para-tolyl group of the C4 catalysts. This 
metal- interaction is prevented in the C3Me catalyst by the inflexible aryl arm. The metal- 
interaction exhibited by the C4 catalysts acts as a proxy for catalyst dissociation and is 
competitive with ring walking which results in the poor control over molecular weight and 
dispersity. 
2.2.3. Conclusions 
 This experimental study on nickel diimine P3HT polymerizations provided one of the 
first thorough investigations for assessing the living nature of conjugated polymerization 
catalysts. The McNeil group were able to synthesize P3HT diimine catalysts that exhibited a 
range of chain-growth properties from high to low molecular weight and dispersion for the 
resulting polymers. Computational studies were used to identify the sources of differing 
reactivity for the tested catalysts. Computed pathways for the productive ring walking step 
necessary for polymer propagation showed a facile step for all observed catalysts. Calculated 
binding energies between a thiophene dimer and each catalyst revealed ligand-metal self-
association for a class of diimine ancillary ligand containing naphthyl side chains. This self-
association is likely the source for catalyst-polymer dissociation which results in poor chain-
growth conditions. The experimental portion of this work finely details necessary considerations 
for designing highly active CTP catalysts for 3HT polymerization while the computational 
studies were used to explain a potential dissociation mechanism that leads to poor chain-growth 
conditions. Ultimately, this study can be used to finely tune the design of CTP catalysts for 
proper living, chain-growth conditions while avoiding undesirable catalyst-polymer dissociation 
pathways. 
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2.3 Enantioselective Epoxide Polymerization via Bimetallic Chromium Catalysts – 
Determining the Source for Enantioselectivity 
The following content is associated with the publication below. 
- Childers, M. I.; Vitek, A. K.; Morris, L. S.; Widger, P. C. B.; Ahmed, S. M.; Zimmerman, P, 
M.; Coates, G. W. Isospecific, Chain Shuttling Polymerization of Propylene Oxide using a 
Bimetallic Chromium Catalyst: A New Route to Semicrystalline Polyols. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 
2017, 139, 11048-11054. 
 The following section is dedicated to the work of Childers, Morris, Coates, and co. 
pertaining to a bimetallic chromium catalyst (rac-1) that can be used to form isotactic poly-
(propylene oxide) (iPPO). The general reaction scheme is shown below in Figure 2.7 and the 
simulations that support the experimentally observed enantioselectivity follow. 
2.3.1. Introduction 
 Poly(propylene oxide) (PPO) is useful polymer because its reactive end-groups can be 
incorporated into other macromolecules to form higher ordered polymer architectures in a 
controlled manner.18 This functionality allows PPO to be incorporated into polyurethanes used in 
industrial adhesives.19 Three methods for generating iPPO exist for homogeneous systems. The 
first involves the catalyzed polymerization of enantiopure propylene oxide.20–22 This method, 
however, is not economical due to the high cost of separating PO enantiomer in a racemic 
mixture. A second method involves using an enantioselective catalyst that reacts with only one 
of the PO enantiomers in a racemic mixture of PO (Figure 2.7).23–25 This method has the benefit 
of generating iPPO and enantiopure, unreacted PO monomer, however, the method is 
inappropriate for large-scale production because only 50% of the monomer is consumed. A third 
method involves isospecific polymerization of iPPO using a racemic mixture of PO and a 
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racemic mixture of enantioselective catalysts.26–28 This can be accomplished by using two 
enantioselective catalysts that polymerize each “matching” propylene oxide enantiomer.  
 The Coates group initially identified a bimetallic cobalt salen catalyst that 
enantioselectively polymerizes propylene oxide.26 The enantioselectivity for this catalyst was 
remarkably high and resulted in producing highly isotactic PPO. One drawback of the cobalt 
catalyst was that it required separate syntheses for each of the cobalt salen catalyst enantiomers. 
The Coates group then developed a racemic chromium salalen catalyst (the (S) enantiomer is 
shown in Figure 2.7) that could be synthesized in a single pot and potentially polymerize PO. 
The chromium salalen catalysts also had the benefit of being compatible with chain-shuttling 
agents, which allowed for generating polymers that have isotactic stereoblocks with uniform 
molecular weight and dispersity. The computations contained herein describe the source of 
enantioselectivity for the chromium salalen catalyst via simulated PO polymerization initiation 
and propagation steps comparing the reactivity of each propylene oxide enantiomer. Due to the 
large number of possible catalyst isomers, all potential catalyst stereoisomers, post-activation 
regioisomers, and spin states are considered to identify the most stable form of the catalyst. 
2.3.2. Discussion 
 
Figure 2.7: Kinetic resolution of PO polymerization by (S)-1 for the synthesis of isotactic polypropylene 
oxide. 
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 Many aspects of the catalyst must be taken into consideration in order to construct a 
reasonable model. Prior to polymerization, the catalyst must be activated by the cocatalyst, 
[PPN]Cl. Therefore the precatalyst for polymerization is proposed to be a trihalide version of 
rac-2 where [PPN]Cl has donated its chloride to rac-2. For these simulations, the (S)-2 version 
of rac-2 is used, and its mirror image represents the (R)-2 catalyst present in the racemic 
mixture. This trihalide species allows two possible arrangements of the three chloride ligands, 
exo-endo/exo and endo-endo/exo, and four possible configurations of the two N-methyl 
substituents of the ligand in R/R, R/S, S/R, or S/S stereochemical configurations, for a total of 8 
possible structures (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9). The simulations show that the exo-endo/exo 
structure with R/R N-methyl centers is the lowest energy geometry for (S)-2, being 1.2 kcal/mol 
lower than the next most stable structure. The catalyst prefers this configuration due to minimal 
steric interactions between the aminomethyl group and endo-chloride ligand within the catalytic 
cleft. Polymerization initiation and propagation mechanisms (Figure 2.11 and 2.12) support the 
exo-endo/exo chloride configuration due to the need for an open coordination site within the 
catalytic cleft. The R/R N-methyl stereochemistry also minimizes steric inter-actions of bound 
PO monomer and the ligand, which results in lower energies for intermediates and transition 
states along the reaction mechanisms shown. This lowest energy configuration was therefore 
chosen as the most likely precatalyst leading to polymerization, and is used for subsequent 
reactivity calculations. 
 





To provide details of the mechanism for initiation and propagation of polypropylene oxide 
(PPO), a slightly reduced catalyst model (Figure 2.10) was employed for subsequent 
computations. This model maintains all key features of the catalyst, and reproduces the major 
catalyst stereoselectivity features (vide infra). 
 
Figure 2.8: Possible stereoisomers of (S)-2 arising from amino-methyl configuration. 
Figure 2.9: Possible conformations of (S)-2 after activation. Relative energies are in kcal/mol. 
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Figure 2.10: a) Full catalyst (S)-2 after activation with exo-endo/exo chloride configuration and b) 
truncated model of the (S)-2 catalyst. 
 Polymerization initiation is outlined in Figure 2.11. Starting from the exo-endo/exo R/R 
model catalyst (C0), an (R)- or (S)-PO monomer can coordinate to a coordination site at the endo 
position of one Cr center by displacing the Cr-Cl-Cr bridge (R1 and S1). By backside attack of 
Cl on the nearest PO carbon to ring-open the PO, one Cr gains an open coordination site (TSR1 
and TSS1). These processes occur in a single elementary step and have free energy barriers of 
10.4 kcal/mol for (S)-PO and 15.3 kcal/mol for (R)-PO. Therefore the initiation step for PPO 
growth at the model (S)-2 precatalyst prefers to occur with (S)-PO by the significant margin of 
4.9 kcal/mol. 

































Figure 2.11: Free energy profile of initiation of chain growth at the truncated trihalide model ((S)-2) with 
(R)-PO and (S)-PO monomers. 
 From the (S)-initiated catalyst, a second (R)- or (S)-PO can coordinate to the open Cr site. 
(S)-PO binds more strongly, by 4.9 kcal/mol compared to 1.9 kcal/mol (SS3 and RS3, 
respectively, Figure 2.12), indicating a continued preference for (S)- PO at (S)-2. In this species, 
attack of the newly coordinated (S)-PO by the adjacent polymer alkoxide end group extends the 
polymer chain with a barrier of 25.7 kcal/mol via TSSS3. In contrast, (R)-PO has a higher barrier 
of 29.7 kcal/mol for insertion via TSRS3. This selectivity for (S)-PO polymerization is anticipated 
to persist as the chain grows. The catalyst stereoselectivity for (S)-PO is largely determined by 
the local environment surrounding the newly bound monomer and includes the most recently 
inserted monomer. The rest of the growing polymer extends away from the interior catalytic cleft 
and does not greatly influence stereoselectivity (SS4 and RS4 of Figure 2.12). 
 

























Figure 2.12: Free energy profile of chain growth using (R)-PO and (S)-PO monomers starting from the 








Figure 2.13: Stereochemical model for propagation transition states for a) (R)-PO and b) (S)-PO after 
initiation using (S)-PO. 
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 These atomistic simulations also provide a 3D structural explanation for the observed 
stereoselectivity of catalysis. As shown in Figure 2.13, the (R)- and (S)-monomers take different 
orientations for their methyl groups at the chain growth steps, TSRS3 and TSSS3. Via Newman 
projections, it can be seen that the methyl group of (R)-PO sterically clashes with the proxi-mate 
naphthyl group of model (S)-2. This interaction causes a shift to a higher energy, less preferred 
transition state geometry compared to (S)-PO insertion. In (S)-PO insertion TSSS3, the same 
methyl position is replaced by hydrogen, minimizing this unfavorable steric interaction and 
resulting in a barrier that is 4.0 kcal/mol lower than that of TSRS3. 
2.4 Conclusions 
 Ultimately, this work helped to illustrate the observed enantioselectivity of the bimetallic 
chromium catalyst, (S)-1. Careful consideration of all possible catalyst spin states, stereoisomers, 
and regioisomers post-activation were needed to identify a realistic form of the catalyst and 
accurately calculate the catalyst’s enantioselectivity. Using a realistic, truncated model, (S)-2, 
initiation and propagation pathways for the polymerization of (R) and (S) propylene epoxide 
monomers were calculated. These calculations suggest that the “matching” (S) propylene oxide 
monomer is preferred to react by over 5 kcal/mol, resulting in the enantioselective 
polymerization. Visualizing transition states of the reacting monomers illustrated the unique 
catalytic cleft that is tuned for the (S) PO monomer. The transition state is destabilized when (R) 
propylene oxide is introduced to the catalytic cleft due to a steric clash between the mismatched 
monomer and catalyst. The high barrier for the mismatched monomer-catalyst results in a high 
barrier for polymerization and explains the observed catalyst enantioselectivity. 
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Chapter 3: Transmetalation Mechanism in Nickel(II)-Catalyzed 
Grignard Reactions 
 
The following content is associated with the publication below. 
- Vitek, A. K.; Leone, A. K.; McNeil, A. J.; Zimmerman, P, M. Spin-Switching Transmetalation 
at Ni Diimine Catalysts. ACS Catal., 2018, 8, 3655-3666. 
3.1 Abstract 
 Transmetalation is a ubiquitous transformation used for synthesizing organic molecules. 
In catalyst-transfer polymerization (CTP), conjugated monomers are polymerized using 
transmetalation of Grignard reagents to make versatile organic semiconductors such as poly(3-
hexylthiophene). This study presents the complete mechanistic viewpoint for this transmetalation 
reaction, taking into consideration the catalyst electronic states, steric environment, and realistic 
models of each reagent. These quantum chemical results reveal that singlet-triplet crossing is 
routine in these transmetalation reactions, and switching between low-spin square planar and 
high-spin tetrahedral geometries naturally occurs during the catalytic cycle. In this cycle 
transmetalation preferentially occurs from a triplet state, but forces the metal center back into a 
singlet state after monomer addition. Furthermore, the relative preference of singlet vs. triplet 
state can be modulated by the ancillary ligand. This model therefore captures reactive and 
ancillary ligand interactions and demonstrates how the relative distortion of the tetrahedral and 
square planar geometries can be used to quantify these sensitive ligand effects on the electronic 
state. Additionally, the activation barriers for transmetalation follow trends dictated by steric 
environment and the lateness of the transition state, measured in terms of the Ni-C bond distance. 
Together, these models provide predictive insight into ancillary ligand-based reactivity trends. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
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 Transition-metal mediated reactions such as Kumada cross-couplings are versatile 
synthetic tools for generating carbon-carbon bonds.1 Despite their ubiquity, the mechanism of the 
transmetalation step is only partly understood, and there is no detailed, predictive model for how 
and why ligand modifications modulate reactivity.2 For instance, catalyst-transfer polymerization 
(CTP) is a powerful method for synthesizing conjugated polymers that typically employs group 
10 transition metals paired with N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC), phosphine, or diimine ligands.3,4 
CTP provides many examples of how varying catalyst ancillary5–9 and reactive ligands10–13 
changes reactivity,14,15 which may be useful for manipulating reactions toward a variety of 
desirable outcomes. 
 McCullough16 and Yokozawa17 demonstrated that a Ni bisphosphine catalyst could 
synthesize poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) in a living, chain-growth manner via what is now 
referred to as CTP.18–21 Since this discovery, CTP has evolved to encompass additional 
monomers and copolymer sequences (e.g., block copolymers,22–26 and gradient copolymers26,27). 
Current research efforts focus on expanding the monomer scope and monomer/catalyst 
compatibility to permit the synthesis of higher performing materials for organic electronics.14 
The present article focuses on the first step of the CTP cycle (Scheme 1), transmetalation, to 
develop a mechanistic model that fully accounts for electronics (spin state) and steric effects 
(untruncated ancillary ligands, varying reactive ligands, and solvated Grignard reagents). 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Proposed mechanism of propagation during CTP of 3-hexylthiophene. The emphasized 
transmetalation step (I→II) is the focus of this work. 
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 The postulated CTP mechanism follows four steps: transmetalation, reductive 
elimination, chain-walking, and oxidative addition (Figure 3.1). Propagation from 
LNiBr(thiophene) (I) begins with monomer transmetalation, generating a bisthiophene Ni 
complex (II). Complex II undergoes reductive elimination to form a -bound Ni-bisthiophene 
complex (III). The catalyst then migrates to the halide terminus of the polymer chain (IV) via 
chain-walking. The cycle is completed by intramolecular oxidative addition, regenerating I. 
 Mechanistic analyses of CTP have shown that monomer and catalyst steric and electronic 
properties regulate the rate-determining step, as well as the regioregularity, molecular weight, 
and dispersity of the resulting polymer.20 For example, increasing the steric properties of the 
Grignard monomer dramatically decreases its transmetalation rate when Ni bisphosphine 
catalysts were used.13,28,29 A fundamental understanding of the interactions between the ancillary 
and reactive ligands is expected to enable systematic design of new catalysts for CTP. 
 Quantum chemical simulations can provide a high level of detail to help explain 
reactivity on an atomistic level. Despite several theoretical studies of transition-metal-mediated 
polymerizations,10,30–33 the transmetalation step has remained insufficiently characterized for 
CTP catalysts. In related reactions, efforts at modeling iron-catalyzed coupling reactions have 
suggested roles for multiple oxidation states,34–36 complexities in explicit solvation,37 and the 
possibility of spin state changes.36,38 For Ni-catalyzed cross-coupling, these complexities may 
exist but no reports are available.39 Herein we present a thorough quantum chemical 
investigation of transmetalation during initiation and propagation for polymerizing thiophene via 
Ni diimine catalysts. This study reveals: 1. The spin state changes during catalysis, which results 
in catalytically active tetrahedral and square planar geometries, and 2. The structure-activity 
relationship between ligand sterics and activation energies for Grignard transmetalations to Ni 
diimine catalysts. These mechanistic details should be informative for designing alternative 
catalysts where transmetalation is vital, including but not limited to CTP. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
 The present investigation focuses on transmetalation steps beginning with (diimine)NiBr2 
precatalysts to demonstrate how electronic states change during this transformation. Diimine-
ligated Ni catalysts have polymerized conjugated monomers29,40–43 and are well known for α-
olefin polymerization,44–51 making them an important ligand class for mechanistic studies. 
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 Specific to this study, complex L1NiBr2 has been used in olefin polymerizations
44–48 and 
recently demonstrated the ability to generate olefin/thiophene block copolymers.52 Herein, 
L1NiBr2 catalyst is compared to a sterically more demanding analogue, L
2NiBr2 (Figure 3.2). 
These two catalysts differ by a single methyl group that is proximate to the metal center, which 
will be shown to result in significant changes in spin equilibria and transmetalation rate. Inspired 
by prior successes in elucidating complicated reactivity,53–60 the reaction discovery tools 










Figure 3.2: Ni diimine precatalysts under consideration. 
 Starting from a LNiBr2 precatalyst, the CTP mechanism involves three transmetalation 
reactions each differing by a single reactive ligand (Figure 3.3). From TM1 to TM3, steric and 
electronic effects of the reactive ligands change simultaneously and significantly. TM1 involves 
a thiophene monomer replacing a bromide of LNiBr2, forming LNiBr(thiophene). Subsequently, 
a second monomer replaces the remaining Br in TM2 to form LNi(thiophene)2. Reductive 
elimination (II→III), followed by chain-walking (III→IV) and oxidative addition (IV→I) 
results in LNiBr(dithiophene). Transmetalation of a third monomer results in 
LNi(thiophene)(dithiophene), allowing the sequence II→III→IV→I to repeat. 
 The computational study of TM1–TM3 uncovered a particular sensitivity of these 
reactions to the ancillary ligand and the reactive ligand. To begin explaining these effects, the 
spin state of the transition metal complex is examined, with an emphasis on demonstrating how 
ancillary/reactive ligand combinations dictate Ni’s preferred spin state. After elucidating these 
complexities, the finer details of the transmetalation reactions will be discussed thoroughly. 
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Figure 3.3: Transmetalation reactions under consideration (RL = reactive ligand). 
 
3.4 Ligand Control of Spin State 
 In TM1–TM3, Ni is in the +2 oxidation state, allowing square planar and tetrahedral 
geometries. Square planar geometries are most stable in a low-spin configuration (S0) and 
tetrahedral geometries are typically high spin (T1).66 Quantum chemical simulations show that 
the two LNiBr2 precatalysts favor high-spin, tetrahedral geometries by ≥10 kcal/mol (Figure 3.4 
c). These predictions agree with single-crystal X-ray diffraction data for L1NiBr2,
44 and are 
corroborated by the weak crystal-field splitting of the Br ligands.67 In contrast, LNi(thiophene)2 
complexes are more stable in the low-spin, square planar geometries, by >13 kcal/mol, due to the 
stronger field effect of the thiophene reactive ligands.68 When the LNi complexes contain one Br 
and one thiophene reactive ligand, the spin state varies based on the ancillary ligand. Less 
sterically demanding L1 results in a low-spin square planar geometry whereas the more sterically 
demanding L2 entails a high-spin tetrahedral geometry (Figure 3.4 c). To within the capabilities 
of quantum chemical methods (see section A.24 in Appendix A), the spin gaps (–4.5 to 2.1 
kcal/mol) suggest an equilibrium between the two electronic states is feasible for 
LNi(thiophene)Br. 
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Figure 3.4: a) Transmetalation-induced spin-state switch during initiation, b) Equilibrium between square 
planar and tetrahedral Ni complexes, and c) Computed S0 versus T1 energy gap for initiation 
intermediates where ΔG=G(S0)-G(T1). 
 The predicted spin-state changes were experimentally supported using 1H NMR 
spectroscopy. As anticipated for a high-spin, tetrahedral Ni(II) complex, precatalyst L1NiBr2 
exhibits paramagnetic resonances between –20 and –40 ppm (Figure 3.5). Additionally, the 
resonances shift linearly in response to temperature (–5 to 30 °C), demonstrating that L1NiBr2 
follows Curie’s law, and providing support for its paramagnetic nature (see Figure 5.11 and 5.12 
in Appendix A). L1NiBr(thiophene) was generated in situ by adding thiophene Grignard (1 
equivalent) to L1NiBr2. The resulting 
1H NMR spectrum shows a significant loss of 
paramagnetic resonance intensity with concomitant formation of sharp peaks between 0 and 10 
ppm, suggesting that L1NiBr(thiophene) is low-spin and square planar. To confirm a change in 
spin state upon transmetalation, Evan’s method69,70 using THF-d8 as a standard was employed to 
analyze the presence (or absence) of a THF-d8 peak shift. In the 
1H NMR spectrum of L1NiBr2, a 
THF-d8 peak shift of 0.43 ppm is observed, consistent with a paramagnetic species. Subsequent 
transmetalation generates L1NiBr(thiophene), where the disappearance of the THF-d8 peak shift 
suggests a low-spin square planar geometry. These NMR spectroscopic data are in good 
agreement with the prediction that the nickel center switches from high-spin to low-spin when 
transforming from L1NiBr2 to L
1NiBr(thiophene).71  







Figure 3.5: 1H NMR spectra supporting the predicted high- and low-spin states for L1NiBr2 and 
L1NiBr(thiophene) using Evan’s method by Amanda Leone.72  
 Next, the square planar and tetrahedral geometries were evaluated in greater detail to 
reveal how ancillary ligands affect the steric and electronic environment around the metal center 
(Figure 3.6). Specifically, the LNiBr2 and LNi(thiophene)2 intermediates are analyzed because 
they represent the limiting cases of weak (i.e., Br) and strong field (i.e., thiophene) reactive 
ligands, as well as a range of steric bulk.  
 The LNiBr2 geometries show that steric encumbrance distorts the positions of the Br 
reactive ligands (Figure 3.6). These Br reactive ligands rotate away from the axial positions of 
canonical, relaxed tetrahedral geometries (where α=β=90°) by +15° and +35° in L1NiBr2 and 
L2NiBr2, respectively. Similarly, the L
2Ni(thiophene)2 geometry demonstrates a twisted square 
planar geometry due to interference from the gem-dimethyl groups of L2. In contrast, 
L1Ni(thiophene)2 with its monomethyl groups shows only minor distortions from a square planar 
geometry, suggesting that steric properties of the diimine ligand’s Ni-facing groups significantly 
influence the stability of square planar and tetrahedral geometries. While this qualitatively 
explains that the ligand electronic and steric effects dictate Ni’s spin state preference, the trends 
in spin gap (Figure 3.4 c) require a more quantitative explanation. 
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Figure 3.6: Geometries of LNiBr2 and LNi(thiophene)2. Geometries shown are precatalyst species 
adopting a high-spin, tetrahedral geometry (from top left to top right, L1NiBr2(T1) and L2NiBr2(T1)) and 
bisthiophene complexes adopting a low-spin, square planar geometry (from bottom left to bottom right, 
L1Ni(thiophene)2(S0) and L2Ni(thiophene)2(S0)). 
 To understand how L1 and L2 affect spin state stabilities, the full catalysts were compared 
to a model with truncated ancillary ligand scaffolds. The model system replaces the aryl pendant 
groups of each diimine ligand with a hydrogen atom (Figure 3.7 a), thus eliminating the steric 
effects of the diimine. This model therefore enables partitioning of the electronic and steric 
factors on each intermediate/spin state as follows. The electronic contributions represent the 
energetic costs to twist the ligands away from their favored positions (i.e., ideal square planar or 
tetrahedral) to the positions of the full catalyst, without including the steric-interaction energies 
between the reactive and ancillary ligands. The steric contributions are the difference between 
the electronic energy factors (i.e., distortion) and the total energetics of the full system. Overall, 
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this simple partitioning provides a quantitative viewpoint on the interplay between sterics and 
electronics on each catalytic intermediate.  
 This simple partitioning approach demonstrates that electronic distortions favor the low-
spin, square planar geometry (Figure 3.7 b), which is expected as square planar structures tend to 
be less twisted than the tetrahedral structures (see Figure 3.6). Additionally, as reactive ligand 
torsional angles (α and β) diverge from those of the reference model, high-spin, tetrahedral 
geometries experience stronger destabilization per degree of displacement than low-spin, square 
planar geometries (see Figure 5.14 in Appendix A). The greater displacement of reactive ligands 
in the dimethylated ligand (L2) therefore results in a stronger electronic effect, favoring the low-
spin, square planar geometry. 
 The steric contributions, on the other hand, demonstrate that L1 favors the low-spin, 
square planar geometry while L2 favors the high-spin, tetrahedral geometry. This is fully 
consistent with the electronic contribution, as the mesityl groups of L1 and L2 introduce steric 
bulk to the axial regions of the nickel complexes and destabilize the high-spin, tetrahedral 
geometry. The two dimethyl groups of L2 introduce additional steric bulk to the equatorial 
region, surpassing the mesityl’s steric effect. Thus, the sterically encumbered L2 has steric 
contributions that disfavor the low-spin, square planar structure, ultimately favoring the high-
spin, tetrahedral configuration. This effect is most pronounced for L2Ni(thiophene)2, where the 
reactive ligands add additional interference with the gem-dimethyl groups. 
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Figure 3.7: a) Depiction of full (left, grey), truncated (left, black), and reference (right) systems for 
catalytic intermediates. Distortion of reactive ligands caused by ancillary ligands is frozen in the truncated 
system. b) Enthalpies from electronic and steric contributions to the distortion of low-spin, square planar 
(S0) and high-spin, tetrahedral (T1) geometries. 
 The relative changes in steric and electronic effects (Figure 3.7) must be considered 
alongside the absolute values of spin gap for the model system. The reference complex in the 
dihalide intermediate has a singlet-triplet gap of 16.8 kcal/mol (see Table 5.1 in Appendix A). 
Thus, even the sum of steric and electronic changes incurred by the full ligand do not make the 
singlet state favored for LNiBr2. Similarly, in the LNi(thiophene)2, the ligand steric and 
electronic interactions cannot overcome the ligand field effect to produce a favorable triplet state. 
In the intermediate regime of the monohalide, monothiophene species, the ancillary ligand effect 
may be strong enough to affect the preferred spin state. Steric interactions between the thiophene 
and mesityl destabilize the tetrahedral geometries for both LNiBr(thiophene) complexes. The 
gem-dimethyl group of L2, however, destabilizes the square planar L2NiBr(thiophene) complex 
leading to L1 favoring the singlet slightly more than L2 when considering electronic distortion. 
The possibility that either the singlet or the triplet may be favored at this mixed reactive ligand 
species means that transmetalation could potentially occur from either electronic state. 
Therefore, the LNiBr(thiophene) structure—which is a key intermediate for CTP—will need to 
be examined in greater detail for its role in transmetalation.  
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3.5 Transmetalation Initiation Mechanism 
 To accurately model transmetalation, high- and low-spin transmetalation pathways were 
investigated for initiation (Figures 3.8-3.11) and propagation (Figure 3.12 and 3.13). In these 
pathways, the Grignard reagent was assumed to be disolvated (e.g., (THF)2MgCl(thiophene)) 
based on experimental73–75 and computational76,77 evidence (see Figure 5.14 in Appendix A). 
Simulations show that high-spin pathways proceeding through tetrahedral nickel complexes have 
lower activation barriers than the analogous low-spin pathways (see Table 5.3 in Appendix A). 
For example, high-spin and low-spin pathways for transmetalation at the L1NiBr2 precatalyst are 
shown in Figure 3.8. 
 
 
Figure 3.8: High-spin (dashed lines) and low-spin (solid lines) transmetalation pathways (TM1) for 
L1NiBr2. The reference energy is calculated from separated high-spin L1NiBr2 and 
(THF)2MgCl(thiophene). 
 The pathways in Figure 3.8 start from L1NiBr2 and (THF)2MgCl(thiophene). First, 
(THF)2MgCl(thiophene) eliminates a solvent molecule, generating a sterically accessible species 
capable of association to L1NiBr2, giving L
1NiBr2Rct. Transmetalation occurs via a 4-membered 
transition state (L1NiTS1), where (THF)MgCl(thiophene) exchanges thiophene for a Br reactive 
ligand, forming L1NiBr2Prd. Binding of a THF solvent molecule to (THF)MgClBr enables 
magnesium salt dissociation from the resulting L1NiBr(thiophene). This high-spin 
transmetalation pathway (TM1) has a barrier that is 19.4 kcal/mol below the low-spin pathway. 
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The final product of TM1, however, favors the low-spin geometry by 4.4 kcal/mol. The spin 
state therefore changes after the transition state while (THF)MgClBr remains associated with the 
Ni complex. 
 The analogous transmetalation pathway with L2NiBr2 also favors the high-spin state, as 
do all pathways for TM2 and TM3 (see Table 5.3 in Appendix A). As such, only the high-spin 
pathway is discussed for subsequent transmetalation reactions. The LNiBr(RLRct) and 
LNiBr(RLPrd) intermediates (RL = Br, thiophene, or dithiophene) are implied but not explicitly 
shown in the following PESs, as their existence and behavior is similar for all subsequent 
reaction steps (Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.12). For the TM1 pathways involving L1 or L2 (Figure 
3.9), L2NiBr2 initiation has a 1.1 kcal/mol higher barrier than L




Figure 3.9: PES of the TM1 transmetalation reaction for LNiBr2 precatalysts. 
 The second transmetalation reaction (TM2) illustrates reactive and ancillary ligand 
interactions, producing a broader range of barrier heights (Figure 3.10) than TM1. TM1 barriers 
are relatively low because Br reactive ligands are less sterically demanding than thiophene. 
Additionally, L2 produces a higher barrier (18.0 kcal/mol) than L1 (12.0 kcal/mol) due to the 
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added steric bulk of the L2 gem-dimethyl group. Grignard loss and rearrangement to a square-
planar geometry give LNi(thiophene)2, which now strongly favors the low-spin state with both 
ligands. This spin switch entails a strongly exergonic reaction (>15 kcal/mol downhill) to 
complete initial transmetalations. 
 
 
Figure 3.10: PES of the TM2 transmetalation reaction of LNiBr(thiophene) catalytic intermediates. 
 As steric bulk around the metal center increases from TM1 to TM2, the transmetalation 
transition states become more geometrically strained. Similarly, transition states with L2 will be 
more strained than L1. To quantify these effects, the Ni–C bond distance (dNi-C), which measures 
the degree that thiophene is bonded to the metal center, is examined for these transition states. 
For TM2, the crowded L2 ligand indeed features a more strained dNi-C bond compared to for the 
L1 ligand (2.91 Å (L2) versus 3.01 Å (L1)), Figure 3.11). When comparing TM2 transition state 
geometries (Figure 3.11) to those of TM1 (see Figure 5.16 in Appendix A), dNi-C for L2 contracts 
by ~0.1 Å from TM1 to TM2. In contrast, dNi-C for the L1 ligand remains largely unchanged 
(+0.02 Å from TM1 to TM2) due to its low steric encumbrance compared to L2. Therefore, as 
the reactive ligands’ steric bulk increases (from TM1 to TM2) and the ancillary ligand bulk 
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increases (from L1 to L2), both dNi-C contraction and higher transmetalation barriers are observed. 
This effect shows that sterically bulkier ligands—both ancillary and reactive—correspond to 
later transition states. 
 
 
Figure 3.11: Transition state geometries of TM2 reactions at LNiBr(thiophene) catalytic intermediates 
showing bonds broken (orange) and bonds formed (green) during the reaction. 
 
3.6 Transmetalation Propagation Mechanism 
 Propagation begins with the third transmetalation step, TM3 (Figure 3.12). Similar to 
TM2, L2NiRL2 demonstrates a higher barrier than L
1NiBrRL2 (c.f., 7.2 kcal/mol). The increased 
bulk of dithiophene relative to thiophene entails higher barriers for both ancillary ligands when 
compared to TM2: 1.5 kcal/mol (L1) and 2.7 kcal/mol (L2). Similar to the TM2 initiation step, 
TM3 results in a low-spin square planar LNi(thiophene)2 product. 
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Figure 3.12: PES of the TM3 transmetalation reaction of LNiBr(dithiophene) catalytic intermediates. 
 The most distinct difference between TM3 transition state geometries (Figure 3.13) and 
those from TM2 (Figure 3.11) are the shortened Ni–C distances (dNi-C). Specifically, dNi-C in 
TM3 are shorter than in TM2, a similar trend was observed comparing TM2’s dNi-C to TM1 (see 
Figure 5.16 in Appendix A). In total, the average dNi-C contraction of >0.3 Å from TM1 to TM3 
demonstrates how increased steric strains result in later transition states, and overall higher 
barriers for transmetalation compared to TM1. 
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Figure 3.13: Transition state geometries for transmetalation reactions (TM3) of the LNiBr(dithiophene) 
intermediates showing bonds broken (orange) and bonds formed (green) during the reaction. 
 Combined, these results demonstrate how small changes in the reactive and ancillary 
ligands (methyl versus gem-dimethyl) significantly influence transmetalation barriers for 
initiation and propagation. Assuming transmetalation is rate-determining during these 
polymerizations, L1Ni and L2Ni are expected to demonstrate significantly different 
polymerization characteristics. For example, initiation for L1NiBr(thiophene) would be ~1,400 
times faster than L2NiBr(thiophene) and propagation with L1NiBr(dithiophene) would be 
~200,000 times faster (at room temperature) than with L2NiBr(dithiophene), which could 
significantly influence the resulting polymer’s molecular weight and dispersity.11 These rates can 
be traced to differences in lateness of the transition states for TM1–TM3, as dictated by the 
steric environment around the metal center. As the reactive and ancillary ligands substantially 
influence spin-state energetics (e.g., Figure 3.7), transmetalation barriers must be evaluated at 
both high- and low-spin pathways. In the example of this study, if one incorrectly assumes a 
singlet manifold, activation barriers could be misleading by ~20 kcal/mol. 
 
3.7 Conclusion 
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 Ni diimine complexes provide a compelling model system for studying transmetalation 
reactions, as they demonstrate a range of chemically specific details that tune reactivity. This 
study evaluated transmetalation of C(sp2) Grignard reagents that have high relevance for 
electronic material development,24,25 where the factors affecting these reactions will likely be 
important in many other transition-metal-mediated coupling reactions. These factors—which 
include changing spin states over the catalytic cycle and strong steric effects in the ligands (both 
ancillary and reactive)—provide a qualitatively new description of transmetalation reactions for 
Ni diimine complexes.  
 This study’s explanation of ligand-dependent spin-state gaps is especially pertinent to 
designing catalytic systems involving transmetalation at Ni. As the transmetalations investigated 
in this study occur exclusively from the high-spin state in LNiRL2 complexes, tailoring 
conditions for these reactions should take into account factors that affect the relative energies of 
each spin state, which can be metal-, ligand-, monomer-, and halide-dependent. In this study, it 
was shown that these factors can be quantified using relative displacements from idealized 
tetrahedral and square planar structures (i.e., Figure 3.7). For the class of diimine ligands (e.g., 
L1 and L2) the switch in spin state during Kumada coupling also indicates that one should take 
into account the catalyst binding-pocket formed by the tetrahedral geometry during 
transmetalation, while additionally accounting for the square planar geometry when the two 
reactive ligands are organic. The distortion model presented herein provides an initial indication 
of what is advantageous (e.g., L1), and what should be avoided (e.g., L2), in designing these 
complexes. 
 
3.8 Experimental Details 
L1NiBr2: An aliquot of an L1NiBr2 stock solution (0.0226 M in THF-d8, 0.25 mL) was 
transferred to a screw-cap NMR tube. An NMR tube insert containing THF-d8 was placed in the 
screw-cap NMR tube, which was sealed with a Teflon cap and electrical tape, then removed 
from the glovebox for NMR spectroscopic analysis (see Figure 5.5 in Appendix A). 
L1NiBr(thiophene): Freshly prepared L1NiBr2 stock solution (0.0226 M in THF-d8, containing 
10.9 mg, 0.0125 mmol, 1.00 equiv) was cooled to –30 °C for 5 min. Then, freshly prepared (5-
bromo-3,4-dimethylthiophen-2-yl)magnesium chloride (SI3) (cooled to –30 °C for 5 min, 0.095 
M in THF-d8, 138 µL, 0.0125 mmol, 1.00 equiv) was added dropwise to the L1NiBr2 solution. 
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The solution immediately changed from red to blue at which time it was moved to the –30 °C 
freezer for 2 min. Then, an aliquot of the blue solution (0.25 mL) was transferred to a screw cap 
NMR tube. An NMR tube insert (see Figure 5.5 in Appendix A) containing THF-d8 was placed 
in the screw-cap NMR tube, which was sealed with a Teflon cap and electrical tape and removed 
from the glovebox for NMR spectroscopic analysis. Spectroscopic analysis revealed complete 
consumption of SI3 (indicated by absence of singlets at 2.19 and 1.17 ppm) as well as minimal 
unreacted L1NiBr2 (indicated by broad peaks > 10 ppm, see Figure 5.8 in Appendix A).  
 
3.9 Computational Details 
 Investigation of the thiophene polymerization pathway used a combination of reaction 
mechanism discovery methods developed by the Zimmerman group. All initial geometries for 
intermediates and transition states were obtained using the unrestricted framework and in the gas 
phase and using the B3LYP density functional80–83 and LANL2DZ basis set and corresponding 
effective core potentials.84–86 Energies for initial geometries were refined by applying the ωB97X 
density functional,87 the cc-pVDZ88 and cc-pVTZ basis sets,88–91 and the SMD implicit solvent 
model.92–-94 All energies listed are Gibbs free energies with enthalpy and entropy corrections, 
and all geometries were confirmed to have the appropriate number of imaginary frequencies. See 
the Appendix A for a more detailed description of the computational methods and comparison of 
the reported results to other density functionals and coupled-cluster. 
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Chapter 4: Revealing the Strong Relationships between Ligand 




 Quantum chemical models of reaction pathways can provide deep insight into the inner 
workings of transition metal complexes. Largely, these simulations have relied on atomistic 
models where a single or a few conformational isomers of the complex are investigated. This 
article will show that for bisphosphine Ni complexes used to forge C-C bonds, a large number of 
conformers must be studied to provide confidence that the overall model is meaningful. 
Conformer effects do not only modify particular reaction barriers, but often the lowest barrier 
reaction pathway proceeds from a conformer that is not the lowest energy conformer. This 
finding suggests that errors on the order of a more than a few kcal/mol are likely present in 
single-conformer studies. The particular reaction pathway and conformer preferences for a series 
of eight common Ni bisphosphine complexes will provide some guidance as to when the effects 
of conformer will be large or small. 
 
4.2 Introduction 
 Atomistic simulations of transition metal complexes have provided amazing insight into 
the underlying mechanisms of catalysis. The major goals of these simulations include providing 
deeper insight into the sequences and character of elementary steps as well as giving quantitative 
analysis of the energy landscape such as activation barriers. This research is most often done 
using quantum chemistry, allowing predictions to be made in an ab initio fashion that gives some 
degree of independence from prior experimental results. Altogether, computational models have 
attempted to shed light on the structure-activity relationships that govern reactivity and 
selectivity, with the hope of tuning catalysts for optimal performance.1–3 Despite continued 
interest in using computational techniques for catalyst design, it is not currently obvious that one 
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can simply “compute the right transition metal catalyst” for a specific transformation in a 
predictive and accurate fashion. There is nothing in principle that should forbid the ab initio 
design process from succeeding, however, but significant challenges clearly remain.4–7  
 The intent of this article is to identify and promote one key, somewhat neglected, factor 
that strongly influences catalyst activity: ligand conformation. The majority of quantum chemical 
studies of transition metal catalysts presume a single, or a few, conformers of the ancillary and 
reactive ligands are relevant. While in some cases high symmetry of the ligands may make this 
choice reasonable,8 in many others the catalyst conformation will have a large effect on the 
resulting properties from simulation.9–11 Organometallic catalysts with flexible ligands are 
expected to adopt a number of unique conformations, and reactions at these catalysts will be 
sensitive to catalyst-substrate binding modes, rotations in the ancillary ligand side chains, 
geometry of the transition metal, as well as regioselectivity and stereoselectivity of the 
transformation.12,13 Conformationally induced ground and transition state effects for less 
chemically selective reactions, however, are rarely investigated thoroughly. These 
conformational effects impart a high degree of uncertainty in calculated reaction paths when 
predicting the global minimum or the lowest energy transition state for a given chemical 
structure.13,14 While comparison to experimental structures can be made for relatively stable 
species (especially precatalysts), geometric information for short-lived intermediates and 
transition states is much more scarce. Furthermore, even if a non-exhaustive conformational 
search identifies the most stable conformer for a given elementary step, the lowest energy 
transition state may begin from a different, higher energy initial conformation. The degree of 
sensitivity in the energetics of reactive intermediates and transition states to conformational 
variation therefore is ambiguous, unless thorough sampling has been performed. 
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Figure 4.1: Chemical effects that lead to conformers with varied catalyst geometries and conformer 
effects on the energy landscape. 
 
 Transition metal catalysts have enabled a variety of cross-coupling reactions and are an 
indispensable tool for C-C and C-heteroatom bond formation. For select cross-coupling 
reactions, bidentate phosphine ligands in particular are known to impart a highly useful degrees 
of stereo- and regio-control.15–19 For example, bisphosphine nickel complexes are established, 
high-performing catalysts for synthesizing conjugated polymers by enchaining thiophene and 
other aromatic monomers.20 This reaction depends sensitively on a number of required steps, 
including transmetalation, reductive elimination, and chain-walking, that must proceed in a 
controlled manner to obtain polymers with desirable materials properties. The reductive 
elimination step is often found to be rate limiting for conjugated polymer synthesis using nickel 
bisphosphine catalysts,21,22 and it also represents an vital step for a wide variety of other 
important cross-coupling reactions. To our knowledge, no study to date has reported a 
computational analysis of the effects of reactive and ancillary ligand conformation on the 
reductive elimination process, or a comparison of different ancillary ligands and their resulting 
effect on conformational degrees of freedom. 
 Herein, the conformational effects on the C-C bond forming elementary step at Ni 
bisphosphine catalysts with varying phosphine side chains (R=methyl, phenyl, cyclohexyl, and 
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tert-butyl) and alkyl backbones (ethyl and propyl) are described (Figure 4.2). This study will 
show that ancillary and reactive ligand flexibility give rise to a significant number of stable 
conformers, and therefore a distribution of properties even within each type of ancillary ligand. 
Importantly, there is not a one-to-one relationship between the most stable reactant complex and 
the lowest energy transition state. This is shown qualitatively in Figure 4.1, which provides an 
example where the lowest energy reactant and transition state come from two unique conformers 
(red and blue pathways, respectively). Computing only a single or limited number of reactant 
conformers could lead to inaccurate reaction barriers and decrease the reliability of first 
principles predictions. In sum, this study will detail the causes and magnitudes of ligand 
conformer effects on reductive elimination, and show that conformers have diverse, interesting 
properties that have real impact on catalysis. 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Bisphosphine ligands surveyed for reductive elimination in this study. Naming conventions 
for the backbone length and the phosphine side chains are included for clarity. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 This study evaluates the energetics and geometries of Ni bisphosphine transition metal 
complexes with a pair of thiophene reactive ligands. The reaction pathways studied in this work 
therefore are a single-step C-C bond formations that reduce Ni(II) to Ni(0) and result in the 
dithiophene complex bound to the metal center through a metal-thiophene π-complex.23,24 The 
intermediate that immediately precedes reductive elimination adopts different conformations that 
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depend on the flexibility of the bisphosphine ancillary ligand and the thiophene reactive ligands. 
The geometric degrees of freedom that allow for these conformers include the rotation of 
phosphine side chains, rotation of the thiophene reactive ligands, and distortion of the square 
planar intermediate via torsions of ancillary and reactive ligands (see section B.3 in Appendix B 
for the method to generate these conformers).  
 The number of unique conformers and the degree of energetic and geometric variations 
vary widely with properties of the ancillary ligand. For example, the methyl side chains of dmpe 
freely rotate but have little consequence on the stability of the metal complex, resulting in 
conformers that are nearly isoenergetic. The phenyl side chains of dppe, however, demonstrate a 
wide range of inner sphere steric interactions and π-π stacking interactions and therefore a larger 
spread of energies when the phenyl groups and backbone are twisted. Figure 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) 
show the conformers for the dppe and dmpe ancillary ligands to illustrate the effects of a flexible 
ligand compared to a more static ligand. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Conformer ensembles for dmpe and dppe complexes. The reactive ligands and nickel are 
removed to highlight the ancillary ligand flexibility. Planarity metrics (4') and steric parameter (% buried 
volume (%Vbur.)) ranges are provided of the two conformer ensembles. 
 
 In dppe, the phenyl groups permit a range (Figure 4.3(b)) of π-π stacking interactions 
with the each other and with the thiophene reactive ligands (not shown). This interaction and the 
nconf. = 11 4’ = 0.03 – 0.09 
%Vbur. = 46.1% – 46.7%  
nconf. = 36 4’ = 0.03 – 0.32 
%Vbur. = 54.2% – 57.0%  
dmpe dppe 
(a) (b) 
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nontrivial steric encumbrance that is present with the phenyl side chains allow for the large 
number of stable conformers for dppe compared to dmpe. Two geometric parameters shown in 
Figure 4.3, square planarity (4')25,26 and buried volume (%Vbur.),27 are useful chemical 
descriptors for quantifying structural differences of these conformers. 4' indicates the degree to 
which a complex exhibits a square planar (4'=0) or tetrahedral (4'=1) geometry. %Vbur. 
quantifies steric encumbrance of an ancillary ligand by providing the percentage of the total 
volume of a sphere occupied or “buried” by that ligand. These metrics can be important to 
determining the kinetic viability of the reductive elimination step and designing catalysts to 
reduce this reaction barrier and have been used in prior studies.28,29 In ideal cases, it is thought 
that a single descriptor or combination of descriptors might be used to predict reaction rates or 
other chemical quantities of interest for catalyst and reaction design. In comparing our first two 
ligands, dppe conformers exhibit ~5X more flexibility in the two geometric parameters 
compared to dmpe. These conformer-induced energetic effects of the geometrically varied dppe 
conformers manifests itself in nontrivial changes in the ground and transition state energetics 
(Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4: Enthalpic profiles for all reductive elimination pathways found for the Ni(dppe) catalyst 
conformers. Pathways for the most stable conformer (red) and transition state (blue) are highlighted. 
Enthalpies are referenced to the most stable conformer. 
 Dppe is a nicely illustrative example for conformational effects due to the flexibility of its 
phenyl side chains and the π-π stacking interactions that occur between the side chains and 
thiophene ligands. These characteristics result in a range of relative conformer energies (Hconf.) 
and transition state energies (H‡conf.). In the 36 dppe intermediates that precede reductive 
elimination, the reactant conformers (RCT) demonstrate a substantial range of energies (9.5 
kcal/mol). The transition state effect exhibited by the dppe conformers is roughly half the ground 
state effect (4.6 kcal/mol). Most reductive elimination transition state (TS) conformers are within 
the 23.0-24.6 kcal/mol range (31 of the 36 pathways found). Assuming all RCT species are in 
equilibrium, the lowest energy RCT species would isomerize to the fifth-lowest RCT species, 
and proceed to form a C-C bond with an enthalpic barrier of 21.2 kcal/mol (blue pathway in 
Figure 4.4). Statistically, it is unlikely that this particular conformer would be found by accident 
among the other 35 conformers. The range in Hconf. and H‡ values illustrates a significant 
challenge of predicting activation barriers for conformationally flexible complexes. Even if one 
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identifies the most stable conformer, that conformer does not necessarily proceed to the most 
stable transition state. This conformer effect introduces a significant source of error in predicting 
the activation energy, and therefore we now turn to analyze how this effect generalizes to the 
other ancillary ligands. 
 
= conformer generating 
most stable TS (DH‡low)
 
Figure 4.5: Boxplot representation of relative conformer enthalpy distribution sorted by catalyst ancillary 
ligand. Hconf. is referenced from the most stable conformer for each catalyst. 
 Figure 4.5 depicts Hconf. of the intermediate that precedes reductive elimination, for the  
metal complexes ligated by the 8 bisphosphines of Figure 4.2. The least encumbering ligand, 
dmpe, demonstrates that sterically compact phosphine sidechains can lead to conformers of 
similar energy. The methyl side chains with propyl backbone of dmpp, however, imparts more 
geometric variation in its conformers, and results in a larger range of RCT enthalpies (Hconf. is 
1.9 kcal/mol for dmpe and 6.5 kcal/mol for dmpp). The relatively larger phenyl and cyclohexyl 
side chains tend to give highly varied geometries of the conformers, correspondingly large 
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Hconf. values (dppe: 8.5 kcal/mol, dppp: 7.2 kcal/mol, dcpe: 6.8 kcal/mol, dcpp: 7.6 kcal/mol). 
Tert-butyl side chains result in fewer conformers, and relatively narrow ranges of conformer 
energies (Hconf. for dtpe and dtpp are 3.2 and 1.9 kcal/mol, respectively) due to their massive 
steric bulk and relative unimportance of rotational degrees of freedom. Interestingly, the most 
stable conformer for dppp is a special case that seems to be unique among the eight 
bisphosphines. In dppp, there exists a high-symmetry π-π stacking effect that is not seen in dppe 
or other conformers (see Figure 5.19 in Appendix B), resulting in a lowest energy structure that 
is separated by almost 3 kcal/mol from the next lowest energy conformer. 
 The inherent ancillary ligand flexibility corresponds well to the number of accessible 
conformers as well as the range of conformer energies, Hconf.. Increasing the alkyl backbone 
size generally increases the flexibility and number of conformers available for a given phosphine 
side chain, except for the most encumbering ancillary ligands. Unencumbering side chains may 
be flexible, but also have weak effects on the relative stability of each conformer. On the other 
hand, the flexibility of the phenyl and cyclohexyl side chains has larger a consequence on Hconf. 
due to the many orientations these four side chains can adopt in each bisphosphine complex.  
 The arrows in Figure 4.5 show that the lowest enthalpy TSs are often produced from high 
enthalpy conformers. For only the 3 least flexible ligands (dcpe, dtpe, and dtpp), the lowest 
enthalpy transition state is found from a conformer within 1 kcal/mol of the most stable 
conformer. In the other cases, the conformers that reach the lowest energy TSs are 1.1 to 4.8 
kcal/mol above the lowest energy RCT conformer. This affirms the earlier indication that a 
thorough conformer search may be needed to find the lowest enthalpy transition state for 
phosphine ligands with highly encumbering side chains. Of course, the lowest energy RCT 
conformer must be found as well to attain a meaningful reference energy for the barrier height. 
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Catalyst Minimum-Maximum (Average) Values 
Bite Angle (°) %Vbur. (%) 4' 
dmpe 87.7-88.2 (88.0) 46.1-46.7 (46.4) 0.03-0.09 (0.05) 
dmpp 93.1-98.0 (95.4) 47.6-48.8 (48.2) 0.05-0.24 (0.13) 
dppe 84.5-88.7 (86.0) 54.2-57.0 (55.8) 0.03-0.32 (0.19) 
dppp 89.6-97.5 (91.8) 56.2-59.2 (57.4) 0.12-0.34 (0.25) 
dcpe 86.9-88.8 (87.6) 58.9-61.1 (59.6) 0.06-0.30 (0.14) 
dcpp 91.7-97.9 (94.9) 58.3-61.1 (59.9) 0.09-0.40 (0.29) 
dtpe 91.0-91.2 (91.1) 61.9-62.1 (62.0) 0.27-0.30 (0.28) 
dtpp 97.9-99.1 (98.7) 64.4-65.9 (65.1) 0.33-0.41 (0.37) 
Table 4.1: Key geometric parameters (bisphosphine bite angle, %Vbur., and 4') of the eight bisphosphine 
catalyst conformer ensembles. 
 The geometric variation in conformers amongst the 8 catalysts can be quantified using 
geometric parameters such as the bite angle of the bisphosphine,30 %Vbur., a measure of the 
“buried” volume that is inaccessible to the reactive ligands, and 4', which quantifies the 
distortion of the square planar geometries towards tetrahedral structures. Unsurprisingly, 
bisphosphine P-Ni-P bite angles increase when the alkyl backbone is lengthened from ethyl to 
propyl (increases by ~6-8°). Absolute bite angles, however, do not necessarily increase for more 
encumbering side chains. For example, ancillary ligands where R=phenyl have smaller bite 
angles than R=methyl (average bite angles are 86.0°/91.8° for dppe/dppp and 88.0°/95.4° for 
dmpe/dmpp). This is likely due to the thiophene-phenyl π-π stacking interactions restricting the 
bisphosphine bite angle when R=phenyl compared to methyl. %Vbur. increases in a predictable 
fashion as the sidechain steric size increases (methyl<phenyl<cyclohexyl<tert-butyl) and as the 
alkyl backbone lengthens. 
 The 4' values reflect similar qualitative trends of steric size and ligand flexibility as the 
two other parameters. For instance, dmpe exhibits a narrow range of geometric distortion (4' 
range of 0.03-0.09), indicating that the combination of unencumbering methyl side chains and 
inflexible ethyl backbone does not significantly destabilize reactant geometries. The dppe ligand 
is an interesting example with a large range of distortion (0.03-0.32), even though its ethyl 
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backbone is somewhat restricted in flexibility. This effect can be attributed to π-π stacking 
interactions that pull the ancillary and reactive ligands away from the ideal square planar 
geometry. Ligands where R=tert-butyl have fairly high 4' (>0.25 for dtpe and dtpp), showing the 
great degree of distortion from these highly encumbering ligands. Tert-butyl ligands therefore 
should give significantly lower reductive elimination barriers compared to complexes with less 
encumbering ancillary ligands. Having examined the reactant conformer effect and the geometric 
parameters that describe this effect, we now turn to the effect of conformers on the TS. 
 
= TS from most stable
conformer (DHlow)
 
Figure 4.6: Boxplot representation of conformer reductive elimination transition state energies (H‡) is 
sorted by catalyst ancillary ligand. H‡ is referenced from the most stable conformer for each catalyst. 
 The activation barriers for reductive elimination across the 8 transition metal complexes 
are shown in Figure 4.6. The transition states produced from the lowest enthalpy conformers for 
each ancillary ligand (arrows in Figure 4.6) show that the lowest energy RCT state can lead to 
the highest barrier TS. This occurs for dmpp and dcpp, which would result in errors in the 
activation energy of over 5 kcal/mol. These effects are kinetically significant, as a change of 1.4 
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kcal/mol at room temperature corresponds to a factor of 10 difference in the rate. The trends in 
energy range differ somewhat from the range of RCT energies. For example, extending the 
bisphosphine backbone from ethyl to propyl increases the range of reductive elimination 
transition state energies. The lowest enthalpy transition states for each catalyst demonstrate that 
the propyl backbone leads to significantly lower barriers for reductive elimination. This is 
expected because the larger alkyl backbone results in a larger bisphosphine bite angle, a smaller 
C-Ni-C angle for the two thiophene reactive ligands, and a reactant that is closer to the transition 
state. In moderate cases (dmpe to dmpp and dppe to dppp), the reductive elimination barrier is 
reduced by ~2 kcal/mol when substituting a propyl phosphine backbone for the ethyl backbone. 
This effect increases for the cyclohexyl and t-butyl containing ancillary ligands where the propyl 
backbone ligands result in ~4 and ~6 kcal/mol reduction in the activation barrier. This 
relationship is reflected in the R2=0.55 correlation between bite angle and the lowest calculated 
activation barrier for the 8 bisphosphine complexes (a stronger relationship will be shown further 
below).  
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Figure 4.7: Geometry comparison of dcpp conformations with thiophene “up-down” and “up-up” 
orientations. Hconf. and H‡ is referenced from the most stable conformer for each catalyst and in units 
kcal*mol-1. 
 Close examination of the ensemble of conformer geometries across the 8 catalysts 
provided more insight into the underlying reasons for variation in RCT and TS energetics. For 
example, the thiophene-thiophene reactive ligand orientation appears to determine the lowest 
enthalpy transition state (Figure 4.7). While up until this point the ancillary ligand has been our 
focus, the thiophene reactive ligands are another major component to the flexibility of the metal 
complexes. The thiophene ligands can adopt conformations where each ligand has the same 
orientation, or opposite orientations (“up-down” or “up-up” orientation). The two dcpp transition 
states, TS(dcpp)-ud and TS(dcpp)-uu, demonstrate this relationship and are shown in Figure 4.7. 
Hconf. = 0     H
‡
 = 16.4 Hconf. = 3.5     H
‡




most stable RCT 
Hconf. < 0  
most stable TS 
H
‡
 > 0 
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TS(dcpp)-ud adopts the “up-down” orientation and allows for the lowest calculated reductive 
elimination barrier (14.5 kcal/mol) despite originating from a nominally less stable RCT 
geometry (by 3.5 kcal/mol). The source of the low barrier for the “up-down” orientation is 
apparent when comparing TS(dcpp)-ud with the “up-up” orientation of TS(dcpp)-uu. In 
particular, the lone pair repulsions between the two sulfur atoms results in a destabilized 
transition state (16.4 kcal/mol) because the two sulfurs are brought close together during the C-C 
bond formation process. This repulsion results in a 0.10 Å increase in the dC-C bond distance at 
the TS when comparing the two orientations. All eight catalysts featured conformer ensembles 
where the lowest enthalpy reductive elimination transition state adopted the “up-down” 
thiophene ligand orientation. The thiophene orientation of the lowest enthalpy RCT conformer, 
however, are ancillary ligand-dependent, with seven of the eight catalysts preferring the “up-up” 
and only the dtpp ligand preferring the “up-down” orientation. The unique preference of dtpp is 
likely due the S-S repulsive effect at the RCT rather than the TS, where the tert-butyl side chains 
and the large bite angle of the propyl backbone (Table 4.1) push the thiophene ligands into close 
proximity.  
 So far, the thorough conformer search has provided heuristics for relating ligand 
flexibility to the energy landscape for reductive elimination. At first, the large number of 
conformers and variety of effects may make it seem unlikely that any single metric could be used 
to quantify the lowest activation barrier for each bisphosphine catalyst. Such a predictive metric 
for reductive elimination barriers, however, would be a valuable tool for catalyst design, so such 
a metric was sought out. 
 The first predictive geometry metric analyzed was the metal-ligand bite angle31,32 of the 
bisphosphine due to the established effects between the bite angle of catalysts ligated with 
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bidentate phosphines and chemical rates, selectivities, and other quantities of interest for various 
reactions (e.g., hydroformylation,33–37 hydrocyanation,38,39 allylic alkylation,40 and cross-
coupling reactions41,42). The bisphosphine bite angle is a useful metric for explaining how 
varying the alkyl backbone length and side chain of bisphosphine ancillary ligand relates to its 
steric encumbrance. For reductive elimination, increased bisphosphine bite angles results in a 
decrease in the C-Ni-C angle and provides a destabilizing ground state effect that accelerates 
reductive elimination for sterically encumbered phosphine ligands. Despite the evident 
qualitative effect of increasing bisphosphine bite angles leading to reduced reductive elimination 
barriers (see Figure 4.6), weak correlation was found between bite angle and barriers (R2=0.13 
for all conformers). The poor ability of bite angle in predicting barriers was evident when 
comparing conformers with the same bisphosphine ligand and when comparing across the eight 
bisphosphine ligands studied (see Table 5.9 in Appendix B). These results suggest that steric size 
of an ancillary ligand is insufficient to predict reaction barriers in this system and more 
geometric information is needed to fully explain the ground state destabilization effect of 
increasing bisphosphine size. 
 Next, we searched for a geometry metric that more comprehensively describes the 
destabilization of the reactant geometry. 4', a geometry index parameter, uses the two largest 
valence angles at the metal center (the two C-Ni-P bond angles) to describe the square planarity 
of a given complex (see Equation 5.1 in Appendix B). For the studied set of catalyst conformers, 
4' is similar to commonly used steric parameters (e.g., ligand bite angle and cone angle) in that it 
nominally increases as the steric bulk of an ancillary ligand increases. 4', however, provides a 
more complete description of ground state distortion because it includes all atoms coordinated to 
the nickel center rather than just the ancillary ligand. Sterically encumbered bisphosphine ligands 
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result in greater distortion to the square planar reactants for reductive elimination, leading to a 
better prediction of the ancillary ligand ground state effect on reductive elimination. The 
correlation between bite angle and 4' is moderate (R2=0.40), which suggests that bite angle does 
not sufficiently describe the square planar distortion induced by increasing the side chain steric 
encumbrance and alkyl backbone length. For example, the correlation between barrier height and 
the bite angle and 4' geometry metrics for a set of all conformers generated from the eight 
bisphosphine ligands are 0.13 and 0.71, respectively. The supporting information (Table 5.9 in 
Appendix B) provides a comparison of correlations found between these two geometry metrics 
and calculated reductive elimination barriers and demonstrates that 4' has stronger correlation 
when comparing across all catalysts. 
 Figure 4.8 illustrates the relationship between reductive elimination barrier and 4', which 
was the metric that showed the largest correlation. While individual conformers (red points in 
Figure 4.8) provided some relationship to their individual activation energies, the most useful 
relationship is from the lowest energy conformer to the lowest energy transition state for a given 
ancillary ligand (blue points in Figure 4.8). The blue points therefore represent the most likely 
pathway for reductive elimination, as the complex would mostly exist in the lowest energy state 
prior to reaction, conformationally isomerize, and then pass through the lowest energy barrier. A 
moderate correlation (R2=0.87) was found between reductive elimination barriers and 4' for the 
blue points. This suggests that the degree of distortion of the square planar complex encapsulates 
many of the chemical properties relevant to tuning the reductive elimination barrier height 
(bisphosphine bite angle, π-π stacking interactions, and steric interactions). Ultimately, however, 
a thorough conformer search of both reactants and transition states was necessary for identifying 
this structure-activity relationship. 
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Figure 4.8: Linear relationship between reductive elimination enthalpy of activation and geometric 4' 
parameter. 
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4.4 Conclusions 
 The effects of conformational flexibility on reductive elimination for several 
representative nickel bisphospine catalysts were studied. Flexible bisphosphine ancillary ligands 
and rotations of thiophene reactive ligands together often allow for a large number of possible 
conformers for the intermediates that precede reductive elimination. The geometric and energetic 
variations found in these catalyst conformers gave rise to several unique reductive elimination 
pathways where the most stable conformers rarely produced the lowest enthalpy transition states. 
The range of reductive elimination reactant conformer energies was 2-9 kcal/mol, while the 
range of transition state energies was 4-7 kcal/mol. This high variance in reductive elimination 
barriers demonstrates that conformational analyses may be vital to accurately predicting reaction 
rates involving transition metal complexes with flexible ligands.  
 A number of intriguing, specific interactions between the bisphosphines and the 
thiophene reactive ligands were also uncovered in this study. For example, while bite angle 
increases from ethyl to propyl phosphine backbones, increasing the size of the side chains does 
not always increase bite angle. This is particularly true with phenyl side chains, which π-stack 
with the thiophene and reduce the bite angle compared to methyl. Care must be taken in 
considering the effects of phenyl-based bisphosphines but because of the significant variations in 
conformer energies when π-stacking is accounted for. In another example, there exist multiple 
alignments that are possible for the thiophene ligands, in addition to conformers of the ancillary 
ligand. The lone pair interactions between the sulfur atoms were found to be particularly 
important in this regard, as the reactant structures usually prefer and different orientation than the 
transition state. These mismatches between reactant state and transition state—where each state 
prefers specific orientations over others—gives a high degree of chemical complexity to the 
bisphosphine class of ligand. Further investigations will be required to better understand the 
generality of these effects, which are likely present in many related systems. In the future, we 
will continue to probe the exciting effects of conformers on the reactivity of transition metal 
catalysts. 
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4.5 Computational Details 
 A new conformer generation method designed for transition metal complexes was created 
to produce all reductive elimination intermediates. The eight catalyst conformer ensembles were 
generated using a combination of computational methods. Conformational isomers of the 
ancillary ligands were generated using the Confab method of OpenBabel,43 which rotates all of 
the flexible bonds contained in the ancillary ligand. Next, ancillary ligand conformers are 
optimized with molecular mechanics methods and aligned to prime the ancillary ligand to bond 
to an optimized nickel dthiophene complex. The Growing String Method (GSM)44 was then 
utilized to form two phosphorus-nickel bonds between the ancillary ligand and nickel 
dithiophene complex. All conformers generated with this workflow are then optimized with the 
PM6 semi-empirical method45 and reoptimized using DFT. Energy thresholds are in place during 
all optimization steps to remove high energy structures and all conformers generated were 
compared via RMSD in XYZ structure to ensure uniqueness. Reductive elimination transition 
states from these conformers were then obtained using single-ended GSM.46 Refer to section B.3 
in Appendix B for a more detailed description of the conformer generation workflow.  
 All initial geometries for intermediates and transition states were obtained using the 
restricted framework in the gas phase and using the B3LYP-D3 density functional47 and the 6-
31G* basis set.48–50 All stationary points were refined by single point calculations applying the 
B3LYP-D3 density functional and the 6-311G** basis set51–53 as well as the SMD implicit 
solvent model54–56 using THF as the solvent. All enthalpies listed are at typical catalytic 
conditions (298 K, 1 atm). Entropy corrections were omitted to avoid inherent inaccuracies of the 
harmonic oscillator approximation. 
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Chapter 5: Final Remarks 
 
 Advances in computing power, the development of faster and more accurate 
computational methods, and techniques for automated exploration of relevant chemical space are 
accelerating the pace of chemical discovery and expanding our chemical knowledge. Although 
construction of reasonable models that provide meaningful chemical explanations is a difficult 
task when complex chemistry is involved, the number of tools available to computational 
chemists and the amount of information of related systems is increasing. The advancements in 
these fields enables directed exploration of relevant chemical spaces to gradually improve our 
understanding of chemical reactivity. Increased accessibility of computational and automation 
tools will lead to a stronger synergy between experiment and theory. The pace of these 
advancements allows computational chemistry to inch closer to a more equal relationship 
between experiment and theory where each half guides the other and both synergistically 
discover new chemistry in real time. 
 
5.1 Research Summary 
 The studies contained in this work demonstrate the utility of simulated reaction path 
exploration to investigate chemical reactivity. The brief computational studies found in Chapter 
2 were used to reinforce or explain chemical observations for various polymerization reactions. 
In this chapter, a method developed by Souther and McNeil for generating olefin-thiophene 
block copolymer was described that involved a single catalyst switching between two 
polymerizations with distinct mechanisms. The switching mechanism for the olefin-thiophene 
block copolymerization was computed and revealed a high reductive elimination barrier that 
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occurs when the catalyst initiates thiophene polymerization after olefin has been polymerized. 
This study helped to identify the difficulties associated with the switching mechanism and 
identified the high-barrier reductive elimination as the source of incomplete switching. The 
combined experimental and computational work of this study identified the problem step with a 
single pot olefin-thiophene copolymerization and may be useful in designing a new catalytic 
system that can seamlessly switch between the two mechanisms to generate polymers with 
broader monomer scope and more control over copolymer sequence and size. 
 Next, a study by Leone and McNeil revealed how diimine side chains can drastically 
affect the living nature of nickel catalysts during 3-hexylthiophene polymerization. Experimental 
polymerization results showed drastically lower molecular weight and higher dispersity for 
diimine catalysts with naphthyl side chains compared to less sterically encumbered proximal side 
chains. This curious result was thought to be the result of the naphthyl side chain catalysts 
exhibiting a disrupted catalyst-polymer -complex during polymerization. We turned to 
computational studies of the productive ring walking step and the unproductive dissociation 
pathway to better understand the catalyst-polymer -complex and what characteristics of this 
complex lead to poor CTP performance. Surprisingly, ring walking pathways for all investigated 
catalysts had low barriers with stable -complex intermediates. Separated catalyst and polymer 
geometries were obtained in order to calculate the catalyst-polymer binding energies and 
revealed a self-association between nickel and naphthyl side chains. This association was unique 
to catalysts featuring the flexible naphthyl side chains and not found in catalysts with aliphatic or 
mesityl groups in the side chain. This interaction between the ancillary ligand and nickel is likely 
the source of poor CTP performance of these catalysts. This heuristic can be used when 
designing prospective CTP catalysts to avoid facile catalyst-polymer dissociation via self-
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association between nickel and pendant groups of the ancillary ligand. This study demonstrated 
that flexible and labile pendant groups of ancillary ligands can destabilize the important catalyst-
polymer -complex and result in poor CTP performance. 
 The last study found in Chapter 2 describes the enantioselective polymerization of 
propylene oxide catalyzed by a bimetallic chromium salalen catalyst developed by the Coates 
group. This reaction has novel utility because enantiomers of the bimetallic catalyst can be 
prepared in a single pot, and each enantiomeric form of the catalyst reacts with a matching 
enantiomeric propylene oxide monomer. The catalyst is also compatible with diol chain shuttling 
agents, which can be added to the polymerization to generate isotactic poly(propylene oxide) 
with low dispersity and controlled length of stereoblocks. Due to the large number of possible 
catalytically active species, computations were used to identify the most stable form of the 
catalyst with considerations for chromium spin state, ancillary ligand conformational flexibility, 
additives, and binding sites of the monomer. We identified a stable form of the S enantiomer of 
the catalyst that preferentially reacts with (S)-propylene oxide by over 5 kcal/mol. Comparing 
ring-opening transition state geometries for the (S) and (R) enantiomers illustrated the 
enantioselectivity of the bimetallic catalytic cleft where the mismatched (R) enantiomer exhibits 
a destabilizing steric interaction with the naphthyl linker group of the catalyst. Ultimately, this 
computational study provides a useful example for how to simulate enantioselective catalyzed 
reactions. 
 Chapter 3 of this work highlighted the transmetalation reaction of nickel-catalyzed 
thiophene polymerization. This study focused on building realistic models of reagents and 
reactive intermediates in order to better understand how the transmetalation reaction and active 
catalytic intermediates change during the polymerization cycle. In this study, we found that 
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adding two explicit THF solvent molecules form strong associations with the magnesium atom 
of an unsolvated Grignard reagent (binding energies of ~10 kcal/mol for each association with 
THF). The strong binding of the first two THF molecules suggests that explicit solvation of 
Grignard reagents is needed to model accurate steric and electronic effects for related reactions. 
Another aspect of the transmetalation reaction is that the catalyst spin-state and geometry 
changes during the catalytic cycle. We determined that the catalytically active nickel species 
switches between a high-spin state with a tetrahedral geometry and a low-spin state square planar 
geometry during polymerization. This is the result of the alternating crystal field strength of the 
bromide (weak) and thiophene (strong) reactive ligands. We found that although the spin state 
and geometry of the reactive nickel intermediate alternated during polymerization, 
transmetalation transition states were always more stable in a high-spin, tetrahedral geometry. 
No previous studies on nickel-catalyzed Kumada coupling reactions have accounted for the high-
spin, tetrahedral pathway to the best of our knowledge. Lastly, we found that ancillary ligand 
steric effects greatly modulate transmetalation barrier. Increasing the steric bulk of the ancillary 
ligand side chain by a single methyl group led to a significant increase in transmetalation 
barriers, providing further insight toward designing efficient nickel catalysts for Kumada 
coupling reactions. This study will hopefully provide a framework for modeling similar reactions 
in the context of catalyzed polymerization reactions and Kumada coupling reactions. 
 Chapter 4 focused on often-neglected conformational effects and the reaction barrier 
errors that arise from them. This study illustrated that ligand flexibility can dramatically change 
for related ancillary ligands and highlighted how conformational effects induce large ground and 
transition state effects in a ligand-dependent fashion. Conformational variation was generally 
described with geometry metrics to illustrate the differences in catalyst ancillary ligands. Fine 
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chemical details about the most stable reactants and transition states for reductive elimination 
were identified and could provide useful guidelines for future studies of related reactions. This 
study demonstrated that changing the ancillary ligand of a catalyst can also change the number, 
geometry, and relative stability of the total ensemble of accessible conformers. Finally, the 
metrics used to describe how the conformer geometries vary were also used to predict the lowest 
energy reductive elimination barriers. We identified that a metric describing the degree of 
distortion of the square planar reactant geometries, 4', had strong correlation with reductive 
elimination barrier height. This work demonstrates that conformational variation results in 
significant energetic and geometric variation for ground and transition state structures. These 
conformational studies, however, are useful in identifying ground state metrics that can predict 
reaction barrier heights. 
5.2 Future Considerations for Related Works 
 Although the computational studies contained in this work make several contributions to 
a better understanding of the studied organometallic polymerization reactions, many important 
mechanistic questions remain. An efficient, single-pot method for synthesizing olefin-thiophene 
copolymers remains elusive due to the high barrier reductive elimination when switching 
between the two distinct polymerization mechanism (Section 2.1). An efficient switch may be 
possible via switching the ancillary ligand catalytic intermediates with growing polymer chains 
to activate the species toward the polymerization of a particular monomer. For example, 
switching between bisphosphine and diimine ancillary ligands could promote thiophene and 
olefin polymerization respectively. Additionally, identifying catalyst-polymer dissociation 
mechanisms may provide the information needed to design catalysts that prevent the dissociation 
and chain termination from occurring. For example, the ideal catalyst-polymer combination 
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would exhibit a stable -complex that was resistant to dissociation but labile enough to facilitate 
ring-walking across the conjugated backbone. Catalyst-polymer dissociation mechanisms may be 
unique to the types of catalysts and -conjugated monomers used (e.g. metal-ligand self-
association described in Section 2.2). Despite this, elucidation of these important pathways and 
development of metrics describing catalyst-monomer compatibility may lead to the design of 
new catalysts capable of polymerizing monomers that demonstrate improved materials properties 
(e.g. charge-mobility, charge transfer, tunable band gap, etc.). 
 Enantioselective epoxide polymerization via bimetallic chromium catalysts (described in 
Section 2.3) is possible due to the selectivity of the catalysts but also due to the catalyst’s 
compatibility with diol chain transfer agents. The mechanism of chain transfer, which enables 
controlled lengths of poly(propylene oxide) stereoblocks, and metrics that predict polymerization 
and chain transfer are not yet known. Computational investigation of these pathways and 
discovery of chemical descriptors that control their relative rates could enable unique control of 
copolymerization. For example, tandem catalysis could be used to generate currently 
inaccessible copolymer sequences with increased monomer scope via chain shuttling growing 
polymers between two or more catalysts. 
 Chemical considerations for more accurate computational models of nickel-catalyzed 
transmetalation reactions are outlined in Chapter 3. Transmetalation is often a crucial step in 
cross-coupling reactions, and discovering predictive structure-reactivity relationships would 
greatly broaden the utility of such reactions. Our computational results suggest that 
transmetalation is only operative when the nickel catalyst adopts a high-spin, tetrahedral 
geometry, but this result has not been confirmed by experiment. A combined computational and 
experimental study that investigates a more numerous and diverse set of nickel transmetalation 
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catalysts could definitively establish the operative pathway for transmetalation. Better 
understanding of how low-spin and high-spin states of nickel catalysts affect reactivity could 
also provide an additional catalyst design tool where ligand-dependent spin states are used to 
control catalyst reactivity and selectivity. The demonstrated preference for the examined nickel 
catalysts to undergo transmetalation in the high-spin state could be applied to accelerating a 
diverse set of catalyzed reactions that feature a similar spin state preference of the metal center 
(e.g. transmetalation and reductive elimination). Investigation of a diverse set of nickel 
transmetalation catalysts would also prove useful in discovering steric and electronic parameters 
that can be used to better design catalysts for desired reactions. 
 The conformational study of nickel bisphosphine catalysts in Chapter 4 described how 
conformational effects generates several unique pathways for a single reaction. This 
investigation revealed that the most stable conformer rarely produces the pathways with the 
lowest energy transition state, which could lead to high inaccuracy of calculated barriers. 
Designing computational methodologies that identify and efficiently sample the conformational 
flexibility of various chemical systems would be a useful tool for providing accurate 
computational predictions. Such methods could also produce large datasets used to more rapidly 
discover structure-reactivity relationships and identify the most useful chemical descriptors for 
certain reactions. 
5.3 Final Thoughts 
 The studies contained in this work demonstrate that advances in computational reaction 
exploration methods can be used to greatly inform experiment and chemical understanding. 
Accurate chemical models enable the discovery of relationships between meaningful chemical 
descriptors and chemical reactivity and selectivity. These heuristics are powerful tools for 
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expanding our chemical knowledge. Significant challenges remain in the way of accurately 
modeling complex chemical reactions and being able to efficiently predict chemical reactivity. 
These challenges, however, are becoming increasingly easier to overcome via improved 
computational modeling and better chemical understanding. Increasing computational power is 
enabling the study of larger systems that approach real chemistry conducted in the lab. Improved 
computational methods and more sophisticated chemical models are leading to more accurate 
predictions. Additionally, automation of reaction path discovery is making computational 
chemistry much more accessible than in the past. These advancements will improve the synergy 
between theory and experiment in such a way that allows for accelerated discovery of insightful 
structure-reactivity relationships and novel chemical reactions. 
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Appendix A:  Supporting Information for Chapter 3 
 
A.1 Experimental Details 
 The following experimental studies were performed by Amanda K. Leone. 
A.1.1 Experiment Materials 
 Flash chromatography was performed on SiliCycle silica gel (40–63 μm). Thin layer 
chromatography was performed on Merck TLC plates (pre-coated with silica gel 60 F254). 
iPrMgCl (2M in THF) was purchased from Aldrich and titrated using salicylaldehyde 
phenylhydrazone. All other reagent grade materials and solvents were purchased from Aldrich, 
Acros, or Fisher and were used without further purification unless otherwise noted. 
Tetrahydrafuran (THF) and dichloromethane (DCM) were dried and deoxygenated using an 
Innovative Technology (IT) solvent purification system composed of activated alumina, copper 
catalyst, and molecular sieves. Acetonitrile (ACN) was dried over molecular sieves (4Å). N-
Bromosuccinimide (NBS) was recrystallized from hot water. The glovebox in which specified 
procedures were carried out was an MBraun LABmaster 130 with a N2 atmosphere.  
 
A.1.2 General Experimental Procedure 
NMR Spectroscopy: Unless otherwise noted, 1H, and 13C NMR spectra for all compounds were 
acquired at rt. Chemical shift data are reported in units of δ (ppm) relative to tetramethylsilane 
(TMS) and referenced with residual solvent. Multiplicities are reported as follows: singlet (s), 
doublet (d), doublet of doublets (dd), triplet (t), quartet (q), multiplet (m), broad signal (br). 
Residual water is denoted by an asterisk (*). Compounds SI2,80 L2,80 and L1NiBr280 were 
prepared according to modified literature procedures. 
 
Mass Spectrometry: High-resolution mass spectrometry data were obtained on a Micromass 
AutoSpec Ultima Magnetic Sector mass spectrometer. 
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iPrMgCl titration:81 In a glovebox, salicylaldehyde phenylhydrazone (106 mg, 0.500 mmol) was 
dissolved in THF (5.0 mL) to make a 0.10 M solution. For titration, iPrMgCl was added 
dropwise using a 100 µL syringe into a known amount of the salicylaldehyde phenylhydrazone 
solution. Titration was complete when the solution turned bright orange. 
 








0 °C to rt
SI1
 
2,5-dibromo-3,4-dimethylthiophene (SI1). In a 50 mL round-bottom flask, 3,4-
dimethylthiophene (0.885 g, 7.90 mmol, 1.00 equiv) was dissolved in ACN/AcOH (24 mL/1.4 
mL) and cooled 0 °C using an ice-water bath for 5 min. Then NBS (3.09 g, 17.4 mmol, 2.20 
equiv) was added over 5 min. The stirring solution was warmed to rt over 2.5 h, and then 
transferred to a separatory funnel using Et2O (20 mL). The organic layer was washed with sat. 
aq. Na2CO3 (3 x 15 mL) and brine (3 x 20 mL), then dried over MgSO4, concentrated using 
rotary evaporation, and purified by filtering through a silica plug and a neutral alumina plug 
using hexanes. Drying under reduced pressure resulted in 1.73 g of SI1 as a pale-yellow oil (82 
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rac-4-methyl-2-(sec-(2,4,6-trimethylphenethyl)aniline (SI2). To a 15 mL bomb flask equipped 
with a stir bar, p-toluidine (1.36 g, 13.0 mmol, 1.50 equiv) was dissolved in xylenes (1.1 mL). 
Subsequently, 2,4,6-trimethylstyrene (1.40 mL, 8.64 mmol, 1.00 equiv) and triflic acid (16 µL, 
2.6 mmol, 0.20 equiv) were added to the reaction flask, which was sealed and placed behind a 
blast shield. After 17 h at 160 °C, the heterogeneous mixture was transferred to a 250 mL round-
bottom flask with EtOAc (50 mL), concentrated in vacuo, and purified via column 
chromatography on silica gel (100% hexanes to 80:20 hexanes/EtOAc (v:v)) to give a brown oil 
which was recrystallized in 10:1 hexanes:EtOAc (v:v) to yield 1.25 g of SI2 as a white solid 





















rac-ArN=C(An)C=NAr (Ar = 4-methyl-2-(sec-(2,4,6-trimethylphenethyl)phenyl; An = 
acenaphthene) (L1). To a 20 mL vial equipped with a stir bar, acenaphthenequinone (438 mg, 
2.41 mmol, 0.490 equiv) and amine SI2 (1.25 mg, 4.92 mmol, 1.00 equiv) were dissolved in 
toluene (2.8 mL) and glacial acetic acid (5.50 mL, 96.0 mmol, 19.5 equiv). After 3 h at 100 °C, 
the resulting heterogeneous mixture was filtered over a fine frit, washed with cold MeOH (3 x 10 
mL) and cold hexanes (3 x 10 mL) and dried under reduced pressure to give 1.13 g of L1 as a 

















rac-(ArN=C(An)C=NAr)NiBr2 (Ar = 4-methyl-2-(sec-(2,4,6-trimethylphenethyl)-phenyl; 
An = acenaphthene) (L1NiBr2). In a 50 mL Schlenk flask equipped with a stir bar, Ni(II) 
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bromide ethylene glycol dimethyl ether (Ni(DME)Br2, 156 mg, 0.505 mmol, 1.17 equiv) and 
diimine L1 (300. mg, 0.430 mmol, 1.00 equiv) were dissolved in dry methylene chloride (DCM, 
15 mL) and stirred at rt under N2 for 16 h. Then, the dark maroon liquid was concentrated, 
dissolved in DCM (20 mL), filtered through a celite plug, layered with pentane (60 mL), and 
cooled to –20 °C. The resulting solid was collected by filtration over a course frit, washed with 
cold pentane (3 x 10 mL), and dried under reduced pressure to give 338 mg of L1NiBr2 as a dark 
maroon solid (90% yield). 
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A.1.4 NMR Spectra 
 
Figure 5.1: 1H and 13C NMR Spectra of 1. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 2.11 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (176 
MHz, CDCl3) δ 137.38, 107.68, 15.19. Taken by Amanda Leone. 
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SI2
 
Figure 5.2: 1H and 13C NMR spectra of SI2. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.17 (s, 1H), 6.85 (dd, J = 7.9, 
1.9 Hz, 1H), 6.80 (s, 2H), 6.47 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 4.35 (q, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 3.12 (s, 2H), 2.30 (s, 3H), 
2.19 (overlapping peaks, 9H), 1.61 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 3H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 142.22, 137.37, 
136.33, 135.65, 130.49, 129.81, 128.20, 128.18, 127.25, 127.00, 126.99, 115.72, 35.92, 20.90, 20.89, 
20.78, 20.57, 17.18. Taken by Amanda Leone. 
 

























Figure 5.3: 1H and 13C NMR spectra of L1. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.61 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 7.47 
(s, 2H), 7.18 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 7.10 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 6.90 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H), 6.69 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 
2H), 5.97 (br s, 2H), 5.39 (br s, 2H), 4.60 (q, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 2.52 (s, 6H), 2.41 (br s 6H), 1.62 (br s, 6H), 
1.58 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 6H), 0.97 (s, 6H). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 161.00, 148.78, 141.11, 138.97, 
136.22 (br), 134.46, 133.56, 132.70, 130.25, 129.80, 129.48, 128.78 (br), 127.85, 127.28, 126.57, 122.40, 
117.77, 36.74, 21.84, 21.65 (br), 19.80, 16.80. Taken by Amanda Leone. 





















Figure 5.4: 1H NMR Spectrum of L1NiBr2. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 35.02 (s, 6H), 24.24 (s, 2H), 
22.59 (s, 2H), 21.06 (br s, 2H), 20.33 (s, 2H), 14.43 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 6.20 (s, 2H), 5.30 (s, 2H), 5.09 
(br s, 4H), 1.87 (s, 6H), 1.41 (s, 5H), 0.58 (s, 6H), –16.84 (br s, 2H). Unaccounted for hydrogens due to 
peak broadening. Taken by Amanda Leone. 
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A.1.5 Evan’s Method82,83 
For the following experiments, an NMR tube insert was made—by soldering a 4 mm glass tube 
(12.4 cm long) with a 3 mm glass tube (6 cm long)—to fit into a screw-cap NMR tube to enable 





Figure 5.5: Image of a screw-cap NMR tube and NMR tube insert by Amanda Leone. 
In a glovebox, THF-d8 (0.1 mL) was added to two NMR tube inserts. Note that 
L1Ni(thiophene)Br decomposes in CD2Cl2. 
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Preparing stock solutions 
Complex L1NiBr2 (15.8 mg, 0.0181 mmol) was dissolved in THF-d8 (0.8 mL).  
L1NiBr2: Evan’s Method Experiment 
An aliquot of the L1NiBr2 (0.25 mL) stock solution was transferred to a screw-cap NMR tube. 
An NMR tube insert was carefully placed in the screw-cap NMR tube, which was sealed with a 
Teflon cap and electrical tape and removed from the glovebox for NMR spectroscopic analysis 






Figure 5.6: 1H NMR spectra of the Evan’s method L1NiBr2 in THF-d8 demonstrating THF-d8 shift of 
0.43 ppm. (Note that THF displaces L1 causing an equilibrium between bound and unbound ligand, hence 
small but visible L1 peaks.). Taken by Amanda Leone. 
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L1NiBr(thiophene): Evan’s Method Experiment 











(5-bromo-3,4-dimethylthiophen-2-yl)magnesium chloride (SI3). A solution of SI1 (16.7 mg, 
0.0623 mmol, 1.00 equiv) and iPrMgCl (1.85 M in THF, 30.3 µL, 0.0561 mmol, 0.900 equiv) in 




Figure 5.7: 1H NMR spectrum for the reaction of SI1 with iPrMgCl. 1H NMR (400 MHz, THF-d8) δ 2.19 
(s, 3H), 1.97 (s, 3H). Taken by Amanda Leone. 






















The prepared L1NiBr2 (10.9 mg, 0.0125 mmol, 1.00 equiv) stock solution was cooled to –30 °C 
for 5 min. Then, cold SI3 (138 µL, 0.0125 mmol, 1.00 equiv) was added dropwise to the 
L1NiBr2 solution. The solution immediately changed from red to blue at which time it was 
moved to the –30 °C freezer for 2 min. Then, an aliquot of the solution (0.25 mL) was 
transferred to a screw cap NMR tube. An NMR tube insert was carefully placed in the screw-cap 
NMR tube, which was sealed with a Teflon cap and electrical tape and removed from the 
glovebox for NMR spectroscopic analysis. Spectroscopic analysis revealed complete 
consumption of SI3 (indicated by absence of singlets at 2.19 and 1.17 ppm) as well as minimal 
unreacted L1NiBr2 (indicated by broad peaks > 10 ppm, Figure 5.7). After the NMR spectrum 
was acquired, the screw cap NMR tube containing L1NiBr(thiophene) and an NMR tube insert 
was cycled back into the glovebox and the insert was removed. To acquire an NMR spectrum 
without the NMR tube insert, additional L1NiBr(thiophene) solution (0.1 mL, required to shim 
the sample effectively) was added to the screw cap NMR tube. Note that the additional 
L1NiBr(thiophene) added had been stored in the –30 °C freezer during the initial NMR spectra 
acquiring. After adding L1NiBr(thiophene), the screw cap NMR tube was sealed with a Teflon 
cap and electrical tape and removed from the glovebox for NMR spectroscopic analysis (Figure 
5.8). 






Figure 5.8: 1H NMR spectra of the Evan’s method L1NiBr(thiophene) in THF-d8 generated in situ. 
Taken by Amanda Leone. 










Figure 5.9: Zoomed-in region from the 1H NMR spectra of L1NiBr2 and L1NiBr(thiophene) 
with/without NMR tube inserts in THF-d8. Taken by Amanda Leone. 
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Figure 5.10: Zoomed-in region from the 1H NMR spectra of L1NiBr2 and L1Ni(thiophene)Br with NMR 
tube inserts in THF-d8 highlighting displaced L1 from the THF-d8. Taken by Amanda Leone. 
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Figure 5.11: Variable temperature (–5 to 30 °C) 1H NMR spectra for L1NiBr2 in CD2Cl2. Taken by 
Amanda Leone. 
































Figure 5.12: Plot of the chemical-shift-temperature dependence demonstrating that L1NiBr2 follows 
Curie’s law. Taken by Amanda Leone. 
 
A.2 Computational Details 
 
 Density functional calculations were performed using the QChem 4.0 package.5 All 
initial geometries for intermediates and transition states were obtained using the UB3LYP 
density functional6-9 and LANL2DZ basis set and corresponding effective core potentials.10-12 
Energies for initial geometries were refined by applying the ωB97X density functional,13 the cc-
pVDZ14 (on C/H atoms for ancillary ligands and THF molecules) and cc-pVTZ basis sets (for 
H/C atoms of Grignard reagents and reactive ligands and all N, O, Mg, S, Cl, Ni, and Br atoms, 
see Figure 5.13),14-17 and the SMD implicit solvent model.18-20 The mixed basis set treatment (cc-
pVDZ/cc-pVTZ) was performed to make single point calculations more tractable while retaining 
chemical accuracy on all atoms involved in the discussed chemical transformations. All energies 
listed are Gibbs free energies with enthalpy and entropy corrections at 298.15 K. All 
intermediates and transition states were confirmed to have the appropriate number of imaginary 
frequencies. All geometry optimizations, frequency calculations, and single point calculations 
were performed with an SCF convergence of 10-6. 












Figure 5.13: Atom-dependent basis set treatment of geometries when applying SMD corrections. 
 
A.2.1 Electronic and steric distortions of truncated and reference Ni complexes 
 
 Steric bulk imparted by L1 and L2 result in unstable, twisted configurations of the reactive 
ligands (RLs) in LNi(RL)2 complexes. The full system, which includes the two bisaryl pendant 
groups of L1 and L2, was truncated (replacing the bisaryl pendant groups with a H atom, see 
Figure 3.5) to quantify this RL distortion. The RLs of the truncated model complexes are frozen 
in unstable, twisted configurations imparted by L1 and L2. The energy required to twist the RLs 
of LNi(RL)2 complexes (Figure 3.5) is shown in Table 5.1. Optimization of the truncated model 
complexes relaxes positions of the RLs and results in the reference model. For consistency, all 
energies are referenced to the appropriate high-spin (T1) reference complex. Table 5.1 shows 
that all reference geometries for a given LNi(RL)2 complex are more stable than the 





H = Htrnc. – Href.(T1) 
(kcal/mol) 
 (°) 
S0  S0 T1 
LNiBr2 L
1, truncated 18.1 3.1 176.4, 171.9 106.3, 106.5 
L2, truncated 22.8 11.9 157.7, 157.2 126.5, 127.5 
Reference 16.8 0 181.7, 184.7 102.4, 103.8 
LNiBr(thiophene) L1, truncated 4.3 7.8 179.8, 177.7 107.5, 147.3 
L2, truncated 12.1 13.2 155.0, 162.9 114.3, 153.3 
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Reference 3.6 0 184.1, 187.0 103.3, 105.6 
LNi(thiophene)2 L
1, truncated -9.8 4.1 177.3, 179.1 110.3, 140.3 
L2, truncated -3.1 13.7 160.8, 160.8 128.3, 135.8 
Reference -10.3 0 186.7, 184.7 96.5, 147.3 
Table 5.1: Relative energies between reference and truncated S0 and T1 geometries. 
For an example calculating Helec. and Hster. using the full and truncated L1NiBr2 complex (see 
Figure 3.5 b), see Equations S1 – S10 below. For a list of all relevant energies and corrections 
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Species S0 T1 
Etotal (Hartree) Hcorr. (Hartree) Etotal (Hartree) Hcorr. (Hartree) 
L1NiBr2, trunc. -7769.14898 0.42367 -7769.17075 0.42143 
L1NiBr2, full -8624.25782 0.89532 -8624.27586 0.89504 
L2NiBr2, trunc. -7769.14018 0.42236 -7769.15734 0.42210 
L2NiBr2, full -8702.81716 0.95474 -8702.83385 0.95342 
LNiBr2, ref. -7769.15139 0.42398 -7769.17816 0.42395 
L1NiBr(thiophene), 
trunc. 
-8360.24319 0.50303 -8360.23580 0.50134 
L1NiBr(thiophene), full -9215.35264 0.97537 -9215.34217 0.97504 
L2NiBr(thiophene), 
trunc. 
-8360.23031 0.50270 -8360.22898 0.50308 
L2NiBr(thiophene), full -9293.90775 1.03587 -9293.90552 1.03483 
LNiBr(thiophene), ref. -8360.24548 0.50421 -8360.25092 0.50395 
L1Ni(thiophene)2, trunc. -8951.33108 0.58187 -8951.30847 0.58137 
L1Ni(thiophene)2, full -9806.44205 1.05581 -9806.41498 1.05489 
L2Ni(thiophene)2, trunc. -8951.32025 0.58162 -8951.29398 0.58215 
L2Ni(thiophene)2, full -9884.99798 1.11589 -9884.97430 1.11480 
LNi(thiophene)2, ref. -8951.33434 0.58425 -8951.31746 0.58380 
Table 5.2: Total electronic energies (including solvation corrections) and enthalpic corrections 
of low-spin (S0) and high-spin (T1) complexes under investigation for electronic/steric distortion 
discussion. The energies and corrections are listed in Hartree. 
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 Figure 5.14 shows the relationship between the torsion of reactive ligands with respect to 
the diimine ligand versus the electronic enthalpy of distortion. All structures listed correspond to 
the truncated models of labeled LNi(RL)2 complexes (Figure 3.5a). This graph quantifies the 
enthalpy of distortion as a function of the change in reactive ligand angles  and  (shown in 
Figure 3.4) and spin state. All enthalpies and torsional angles are referenced to the relaxed, 
reference model (shown in Figure 3.5a). Distortion(+) is measured as sum of absolute 
differences of torsional angles  and  with respect to the truncated L1 and L2 complexes versus 
the analogous reference complexes (see torsion angles listed in Table 5.1). With fairly good 
agreement, the truncated complexes exhibit a linear relationship with respect to electronic 
enthalpy of distortion and change in reactive ligand torsional angle. High-spin complexes exhibit 
~0.1 kcal/mol more distortion per degree change in the reactive ligands and generally exhibit 
higher angles of distortion compared to low-spin complexes. 
 Figure 5.14 partially explains L1 favoring the singlet state more than L2 for the 
LNiBr(thiophene) complex (-7.1 kcal/mol for L1 and -4.7 kcal/mol for L2, see Figure 3.5b). The 
low-spin square planar L1NiBr(thiophene) complex exhibits a large degree of twisting (45.9°) 
compared to all other L1 complexes (6.6°–20.6°). This is due to the steric interactions of the full 
systems (see Figure 3.5a), which lead to distorted, high-spin tetrahedral LNiBr(thiophene) 
complexes. The high-spin “reference” complex only adopts a distorted tetrahedral geometry at 
LNi(thiophene)2 when it has two bulky thiophene ligands, such that this effect is not precisely 
captured by the truncated model.  
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Figure 5.14: Change in electronic energy versus change in reactive ligand torsional angles compared to 
reference complex 
A.2.2 Modeling Grignard solvation 
 Computational studies on Ni-catalyzed polymerizations that do not account for solvent 
participation often have large disagreements with experiment.84–86 In contrast, explicit solvation 
of Grignard reagents for Ni- and Pd-catalyzed Kumada cross-coupling has demonstrated that 
solvent plays a critical role in these transformations and that explicit solvation of these systems is 
necessary to create an accurate model.87–90 Furthermore, the roles of multiple pathways and spin 
states80 have not been examined for Ni-catalyzed CTP. 
 The influence of solvent on thiophene Grignard transmetalation was evaluated with 
respect to the steric and electronic properties of Mg. Solvent bound to Mg of (thiophene)MgCl is 
required to accurately represent the transmetalating reagent, as evidenced by substantial, 
favorable binding energies of the solvent, tetrahydrofuran (THF), compared to the unsolvated 
Grignard reagent. The binding free energies and enthalpies were examined for 1–3 THF 
molecules binding to Mg and are shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.15: a) Binding energies of explicit THF solvent to Grignard reagent. b) Solvated Grignard 
reagents. M2 will be used as the reference energy in the transmetalation reactions. 
 
 Addition of the first THF molecule (M0→M1) comes with a highly favorable binding 
enthalpy (–25.3 kcal/mol), which relieves Mg of a high partial charge (0.79 to 0.67 for 
M0→M1). Binding a second THF molecule (M1→M2) also shows a large, negative binding 
enthalpy (–20.5 kcal/mol) with further decrease in Mg charge (0.67 to 0.54 for M1→M2). 
Solvent saturation occurs at M2 due to the less favorable binding enthalpy (–9.6 kcal/mol) for 
the third THF molecule (M2→M3). This binding enthalpy is not significant enough for the free 
energy to be negative, although addition of the third solvent molecule does reduce the positive 
Mulliken charge on the magnesium atom (0.54 to 0.44 for M2→M3). This can be understood by 
noting the average Mg-O distances increase with increased numbers of THF bound to Mg, such 
that each Mg-O bond is weakened by addition of each new THF (Figure 5.12a). 
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 From these data, M2 was selected to represent the Grignard transmetalating species in 
THF. The increased steric hindrance and decreased electrophilicity of the solvated Grignard are 
expected to significantly affect transmetalation barriers. Transmetalation pathways using M2 
will be physically relevant than the less stable M0, which has been shown via computations to 
have low to non-existent activation barriers and unfavorable thermodynamics for 
transmetalation.84,85 Overall, because the most stable confirmation of Mg is M2, the energy of 
this complex  will serve as part of the reference energy in the subsequent transmetalation studies. 
However for transmetalation process, M1 will be utilized to allow steric accessibility between 
the catalyst and Grignard reagent. M1 and M2 are referred in the manuscript as 
(THF)MgCl(thiophene) and (THF)2MgCl(thiophene). 
 
A.2.3 Low-spin (S0) vs. high-spin (T1) transmetalation pathways for TM1-TM3 
 
Figure 5.16: Transition state geometries for TM1.  
 
 Table 5.3 provides calculations that show relative energy of low- and high-spin transition 
states (G‡) and barrier heights (EA) for TM1 – TM3. Barrier heights are calculated by 
subtracting the energy of the transition state from the energy of the separated LNiBr(RL) and 
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(THF)2MgCl(thiophene) complexes (RL=Br, thiophene, or dithiophene) for a given spin state. 
This data suggests that while the spin state of the catalytically active complex may switch 





G‡(S0) – G‡(T1) (kcal/mol) EA(S0) – EA(T1) (kcal/mol) 
TM1 TM2 TM3 TM1 TM2 TM3 
L1 19.5 8.1 13.2 5.9 12.6 17.7 
L2 26.3 12.1 9.9 16.3 10.0 12.1 
Table 5.3: Low-spin (S0) vs. high-spin (T1) transition state energies (G) and barrier heights (EA) 
 
Reaction Species G (kcal/mol) 
L1 L2 
S0 T1 S0 T1 
TM1 LNiBr2 + (THF)2MgCl(thiophene) 13.6 0 10.0 0 
 LNiBr2Rct 16.3 9.9 16.8 5.6 
 LNiTS1 33.2 13.8 41.2 12.6 
 LNiBr2Prd -0.9 10.8 -0.4 8.5 
 LNiBr(thiophene) + (THF)2MgClBr -9.3 -4.9 -7.4 -9.5 
TM2 LNiBr(thiophene) + (THF)2MgCl(thiophene) -4.5 0 2.1 0 
 LNiBr(thiophene)Rct 1.3 5.8 7.2 8.3 
 LNiTS2 19.5 7.5 29.4 18.0 
 LNiBr(thiophene)Prd -4.1 6.9 4.9 10.6 
 LNi(thiophene)2 + (THF)2MgClBr -22.0 -8.8 -19.5 -4.7 
TM3 LNiBr(dithiophene) + 
(THF)2MgCl(thiophene) 
-4.5 0 2.5 0 
 LNiBr(dithiophene)Rct 0.8 5.1 6.0 8.1 
 LNiTS3 19.6 8.9 30.3 20.7 
 LNiBr(dithiophene)Prd -1.8 4.8 -0.3 18.4 
 LNi(dithiophene)(thiophene) + 
(THF)2MgClBr 
-22.5 -4.1 -16.6 -5.6 
Table 5.4: Relative energies of all low-spin (S0) and high-spin (T1) transmetalation pathways. The 
reference energy is the separated LNiBr(RL) complex in the high-spin state and (THF)2MgCl(thiophene). 
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A.2.4 Density functional comparison 
 







Ni-N1 2.03 2.06 2.02 2.02 
Ni-N2 2.03 2.06 2.02 2.01 
Ni-Br1 2.33 2.45 2.36 2.34 
Ni-Br2 2.33 2.44 2.36 2.35 
C1-C2 3.25-3.88 3.57-4.46 3.68-4.49 3.28-3.76 
C2-C3 3.25-3.88 3.55-4.58 3.68-4.57 3.31-3.71 










Bond distance error (Å) 0.061 0.058 0.056 0.056 
Bond angle error (°) 2.20 2.12 2.13 1.97 
Torsion error (°) 6.50 6.44 7.62 6.14 
Table 5.6: Average error of bond distances, angles and torsions for L1NiBr2 compared to X-ray structure. 
 Geometry optimizations using dispersion-corrected density functionals and a larger basis 
set were performed to compare DFT-optimized geometries of L1NiBr2 with the X-ray structure.
1 
Increasing the basis set size from LanL2DZ to 6-31G* improved the important bond distances to 
the Ni metal center. When comparing geometries optimized with and without dispersion at the 
larger 6-31G* basis set, we found that the B97X-D geometry marginally improves the 
geometry with respect to the X-ray structure. The B3LYP-D3 geometry is slightly less accurate 
than B3LYP when compared to the X-ray structure. The bond distances involved in the π-π 
stacking interaction between the mesitylene and diimine-naphthalene moieties improve upon re-
optimization with B97X-D. 
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Figure 5.17: Average error of bond distances, angles and torsions for L1NiBr2 compared to X-ray 
structure. 
 
 A comparison between Mg-C bond distances and barrier heights from the TM1 reaction 
using calculations with and without dispersion are provided in Figure 5.17. The absolute barrier 
heights change substantially when considering dispersion, but the relative barrier heights (0.8 
and 0.5 kcal/mol) remain similar, as do the relative change in the Mg-C bond distance at the 
transition state (0.13 and 0.15 Å). 
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A.2.5 Computed spin gaps for full and reference systems 
 
Complex E=E(S0)-E(T1) (kcal/mol) 
B3LYP-D3/cc-pVTZ/SMD(THF) B97X/cc-pVTZ/SMD(THF) 
L1 L2 L1 L2 
LNiBr2 21.5 24.7 11.3 10.5 
LNiBr(thiophene) -1.6 12.5 -6.6 -1.4 
Table 5.7: Computed spin gaps for full (L1/L2) complexes with and without dispersion 
Complex E=E(S0)-E(T1) (kcal/mol) 
CCSD(T)/def2-TZVP B97X/cc-pVTZ 
LNiBr2 (ref) 30.8 19.0 
LNiBr(thiophene) (ref) 13.5 4.1 
Table 5.8: Computed CCSD(T) spin gaps for reference complexes 
 
 DLPNO-CCSD(T)28/def2-TZVP29 calculations were performed in the ORCA4.0 quantum 
chemistry package.30 The reported spin gaps for the reference complex (i.e. truncated sterics on 
ligands) indicate that the density functional values predict a S-T gap that is too low. At the key 
LNiBr(thiophene) intermediate, CCSD(T) suggests the triplet is favored by 9.4 kcal/mol more 
than B97X predicts. Adding this approximate correction to the Table 5.7 gaps places the triplet 
state as more favored for both ligands. This affirms the main texts suggestions that 
transmetalation preferentially occurs from the triplet state through tetrahedral geometries. 
 
 As a note, the difficulties of achieving high accuracy spin gaps with DFT is well 
documented.31-36 Spin gaps are known to be dependent on the functional or amount of Hartree-
Fock exchange. On the other hand, the trend in spin gap is subject to cancellation of errors, and 
therefore differences in gap from one reactive or ancillary ligand to the next should be relatively 
accurate. 
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Appendix B:  Supporting Information for Chapter 4 
 
B.1 4' Equation 
 
 
where > are the two greatest valence angles at the metal center and  is 109.5° (typical 
tetrahedral angle). 
B.2 Geometry Index Comparison 
 The qualitative relationship between increasing bisphosphine bite angle and decreasing 
reductive barrier height is implicitly shown in Figure 4.6, which depicts conformer barriers for 
the eight studied ancillary ligands. Bisphosphine bite angles increase when the alkyl backbone of 
the ancillary ligand increases (e.g. the bite angle from dmpe to dmpp increases by ~8°). 
Reductive elimination barrier heights decrease when the propyl backbone is substituted for the 
ethyl backbone for the four side chains studied. The quantitative relationship between 
bisphosphine bite angle and barrier height, however, shows weak correlation (shown in Table 
5.9). A more descriptive geometry parameter, 4', shows much stronger correlation with barrier 
height for all of the studied ancillary ligands.  
 
Ancillary Ligand Correlation (R2) with barrier height 
Bite Angle (°) 4' 
dmpe 0.26 0.37 
dmpp 0.01 0.41 
Equation 5.1: 4' equation. 
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dppe 0.21 0.79 
dppp 0.09 0.52 
dcpe 0.10 0.16 
dcpp 0.05 0.25 
dtpe 0.42 0.69 
dtpp 0.00 0.98 
all 0.13 0.71 
Table 5.9: Correlation of geometry parameters (bite angle and 4') with reductive elimination barrier 
height. 
B.3 Conformer Generation Scheme 
 Reaction simulation methods developed by the Zimmerman group (i.e. ZStruct21) have 
proven useful for automating the exploration of chemical space for transition metal catalyzed 
reactions in a systematic and efficient manner.2 However, in systems with flexible substrates or 
ligands the conformational impact of these structures remains unexplored and the choice of 
conformer used for reaction exploration is left to human intuition. This can prove problematic 
when numerous conformations can be imagined because generation of the lowest energy 
conformer becomes a non-trivial task that is ignored in most cases. The neglect in searching 
conformational space can lead to inaccuracies in energetic information gained through reaction 
exploration, due to not using the lowest energy conformer as the starting point for reaction 
discovery.  
 To address this issue our research group has developed a method for conformer 
generation, CGen, as outlined in Figure 5.18. This new method allows for metal-ligand or metal-
substrate complexes to be generated with various ligand or substrate conformers, providing 
insight into the number of possible low energy structures that could exist, ultimately giving way 
to more accurate modeling of reaction pathways using ZStruct2 and the Growing String Method 
(GSM).3 
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Figure 5.18: Flow chart for the generation, optimization, and screening of conformer complexes using 
CGen developed by Amanda Dewyer. 
 
 The method described in Figure 5.18 begins with the selection of two species, the metal 
center, and ligand/substrate that will be bound to the metal center. Once the ligand/substrate is 
defined the use must choose which atoms on each structure (i.e. the metal of the metal center and 
the chelating atom of the ligand/substrate) will be coordinated in the final complexes that are 
generated. Once this choice is made our method utilizes openBabel’s confab method4 to generate 
conformers of the ligand/substrate by rotating all of the “rotatable” bonds within the molecule. 
From the conformers that are generated openBabel performs a low accuracy Molecular 
Mechanics optimization and then applies an energetic cutoff to identify the lowest energy 
structures. These conformers are then aligned with one another based on the atoms that are 
selected to be coordinated to one another by the user. Once the molecules are aligned, a modified 
version of GSM is used to push the metal center and ligand/substrate towards one another until a 
low energy complex is generated. The complexes are then optimized using semi-empirical 
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methods, and another energy cutoff is applied to the end structures. From there the user can 
further optimize the lowest energy structures using DFT/high levels of theory to gain more 
accurate energetic comparisons of the complexes generated, and assess the impact of the 
ligand/substrate conformation on the number of conformers that need to be considered during 
reaction exploration. 
 In the studies from Chapter 4, the nickel bisphosphine complexes that contain two 
thiophene reactive ligands are separated into two species: the nickel center bound to the two 
thiophene reactive ligands and the bisphosphine ancillary ligand. To generate the set of 
conformers for a given ancillary ligand and nickel dithiophene pair, first the ancillary ligand and 
the nickel dithiophene species were treated separately with the openBabel’s conformer 
fabrication method. The nickel dithiophene species generated two stable conformers with the 
“up-up” and “up-down” thiophene reactive ligand configurations (see Figure 4.7) while the 
ancillary ligand generated a number of conformers that varied with the flexibility of the ligand. 
The conformers of the ancillary ligand and nickel dithiophene were then aligned to bind the 
bisphosphine to the nickel metal center and optimized using DFT (see section 4.5). Conformers 
were compared using the root-mean-square deviation of atomic particles to ensure that each 
conformer was unique. 
B.4 - stacking interactions 
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Figure 5.19: - stacking interactions of the most stable conformers of dppe and dppp. 
